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PADUCAH. KY., TUESDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 5, 1907

pun.
TEN CENTS PER WEEK

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH HAS Bank Currency is AtPremium in The INSURANCE MB
HOW ELECTION PROGRESSES
BEEN SCHOOL OF MANY GREAT Paducah RetailStores With New Check FIND CHIEF WOOD IN DIFFERENT PRECINCTS OF
PREACHERS--WONPERFUL LIST
IS ALL PREPARED PA DUCAH AND OTHERPLACES
'STENOGRAPHER'S
TESTIMONY WILL
BE FOR THE STATE

The Rev. Calvin N. Thompson
Assumes Second Most Important Office in Baptist
Church,

The Rev. George C. Lorimer,
Ill.. Nov. 5.—Miss Etta
Kerr B. Tucker and John D. L.Chicago,
McLean, the stenographer arJordon Have Been Pastors of rested with Alexander B. Gordo* for
conspiracy to jrueoin goveruMeint
This Congregation.
records in the proetcution of John R.

Have you got one of the cashier's
cheeks being Issued by the local
banks? They were plentiful yesterday and served their purpose nicely.
Some of the banks expected to have
a• little trouble in explaining their
use to some of their depositors, but
at the close of business every banker
said he had had no trouble at all in
explaining the matter; that the people were so well informed on present
conditions that they perfectly understood the function of the certificates
and gladly accepted them. Most people thought they were a joke on the
banks. But few of the certificates
were used, however, as the banks
Look in more currency than they paid
out during the day. Every merchant

who had any currency in his safe
took it to his bank to help relieve the
strinaeucy and in this way all the
banks wound up the day with more
money on hand than they started off
with. Some of the merchants, to
show their eppreciation of the conditions and their inclination to assist
all they can are giving 5 per ceet
premium for the certificates—$1
of merchandise for a dollar. The 11,t
of the merchants contains nearly al:
of the prominent dealers, so bank
certiecates will be greatly in demaed
now, on account
of their greater
value, -than actual currency.
Some of the merchants are issuing
script currency of their own so as to
provide a small currency, and 1.
is readily accepted.

dr
•

Work' Re-rating Paducah Air
Fire Insurance is Started
With Test of Department..Water Co. Next to Receive
Attention.

Ohio Senator

Vote Being Polled Rapidly All
over City and Little Trouble
Is Manifested Between The
Workers.

Metropolis is Excited Over
Preliminary steps towards re-rating Paducah are on. The informaLocal I )ption I'mites( in That
tion was "thrust suddenly upon the
public," but it did not catch fire decity and Women Are ActiNe
partment chief, James Wood, napWaleh, wilt be given her freedem to
ping. He was equal to the emerHi the Fight.
morrow. Miss McLean has renounced
gency, and acquitted himself with
credit. While the work of re-rating
The resignation of the Rev. Calvin Gordee, consented to go on the wite
has just begun, and probably will last
el. Thompson, pastor of the First nese Sand, and, If possible wend bim
t.,•.
for many weeks, interest Is aroused,
Baptist church, who will accept the to prison by her sworn story, and in
!) /
(4 the ballots ill
tt,lay
and tomorrow the water tests will be
chief eieitarship of the Western Re- return she has been promised clemarei hoh sides went iii,, tee Relit
made.
eeder. the leading Baptist publics- ency.
wali de:entree:item mei
h..".
esordee
prosecuted
will
This
be
mendD.
Polmorning
J.
Messrs.
,n, recalls a peculiar fact In the
Th.. democratic par;
in
lesely
by the government secret servlock, of Louisville, member of the
10-tory of this church, which reflects
to•ver b-for.•
al. 40
state board of fire underwriters, accredit on the discrimination of the ice officials, who declare they have
aid leeer befeire to'!: ,P1 ninth
unearthed
enough
past
companied
life
of
to
his
York
by
Mr.
Townsend,
of
il.ugregation and the officers of the
die disint•grat.ug trffucts of internal
Chicago, member of the National
send him to prison on several charges
hurch.
eZeN
n.•,s.
Board of Fire Underwriters, appeared
The pulpit of the church has been should he eseape the one for which
Voters were out eerie. There is
at
No.
1,
which
imprisoned.
is
equal
he
conceded
is
now
not
aftermen
who
c.eepled by more
little trouble' exeept on the 500th aide
Omaha, Neb., Nov, 5.—Orders were ,
New York, Nov. 5.—Just how near to the equipment at other stations,
Meanwhile the wife whom Oordee
eards became illustrious than, per1 where an. effort was made early in
received
at
army
headquarters
in
the
vaniahed
Raymotal
taking
consideration,
iiitcbtock
was satall into
is
haps, any pulpit in any city of the deserted for Mies McLean is on her
, the day to delay voting, especially
Omaha to dispatch the remaining to the glitter of Broadway's electrim, isfactory,
ne size In the country. The list of way to Ohikago, still believing in the two
In the colored precincts The trouble
squadrons
of
the Second UnItea did not become positively known to
"Well,
well
you
a
have
seem
to
and
quite
man
ready
every
to
make
,eat men who have been pastors of
States cavalry, composed of eight day, but the tip went out from
'
there did not amount to aue thug,.
equipped
department,"
fire
declared
two
the church includes, the Rev. George sacrifice poeeible to set him free
rept between the workers for the two
companies. to Thunder Butte. S. D., or three *purees that from his hiding Mr. Townsend, "but how about your
C. Lorimer, the Rev. Kerr B. Tupper Mee Gordee left Boston for Cieleago,
at the earliest posslb:e moment. The 'place he might easily recognise
parties, who confined their endeavors
the I:Weal of alarms?"
reasserting her confidence in her busand the Rev. John D. Jordan.
command left for the Des Moines last redeetion of the "Yankee Tourists"
to circumventing the sehemes of the
private
Chief
Wood
went
to
the
band.
The Rev. Calvin M. Thompson's
night.
opponents.
sign sfter dark.
telephone system and rang once. He
marshal)"
Deputy 'United States
predecessor, the Rev. John Cheek,
Company M. Sixteenth' Infantry,
At Berry's early this
morning,
Hermann Fromtne, his counsel, placed the receiver to his ear.
died as the result of the physical and began the service of summons on 2e0
under command of Capt. Harry F
there was a little difficulle, which
"Nothing doing, boys, I was just
nervous strain of one of the greatest veniremen for the aVaIslae trial for
made the declaration that Hitchcock
Dalton, will leave Fort Crook Wedwas great
exaggerated
on
the
was kidnapped when he disappeared demonstrating," he said over this SENATOR
misapplying funds of the Chicago
revivals ever held In Paducah.
JOSEPH B. FORAKER. streets. Charles Greek.). showed,
nesday for Gettysburg, S. D., to take
his
The Rev. George C. Lorimer, who National bank.
said that he is now held prisoner telephone, hut the No. 4 company
charge of the base of supplies which
ballet. and, according to law,'Rodafterwards became pastor of the fawithin half an hour's cab ride of his would not have it that way. The firehas been established for the operaney Davis, Republican sheriff, ree
man answering the 'phone had almous Madison avenue church in New
home.
tions against the Ute Indians should
fused to allow the ballot to be countready tapped in, and the horses scatYork, was as well known through his
Fromm*
says
he knows this bethey make any troublesome overed.
tered voters and election oMcers at
son of the same name as through his
cause a well-dressed mare who said
tures.
Gus Singleton took a hand and aeNo. 4 station.
own rare gifts. His son is the editor
Co: Frank West, of the Second his name was Fhitghe, called at the
saulted Mr. Davis. The latter dr. w
Chief Wood had received such a
of The Saturday Evening Post.
lawyer's
office
last
Sunday
and want- quick response from
cavalry, will be placed in commansi
back and said: "If you touch me
all three stations
The Rev, George C. Lorimer was
of the expedition on arrival at Thun- ed to take him to the actor. Fromme simultaneously that it surprised the
again you are a dead man
through
followed
his various charges
said b.- would not go beeausejee was
der Butte.
visitors.
At last accounts Col. Singleton was
by the Rev. Kerr B. Tupper, a makMajor Sibley and the first squadron afraid he would be ktdnapped, too.
sell alive and Mr. Davis' person inThe
gentlemen
tomorrow
morning
reticent preacher, but more esthetic
of four companies of the Second cav- Nevertheless, he announced that he
i'iate.
will make a test of the water presthan spirituat. Both men preached in
alry are now at Thunder Butte. It would have Hitchcock on hand next
sure.
All
such
actions
are
merely
Philadelphia. and Dr. Tupper recentIs recesitht the idea le to pieveut ail) 411511/Neay when the police court trial
preliminary and the re-rating of the
ly left the Madison avenue church is
portion of the Sioux tribe from mak- eitUPett up.
town depends on the condition of
New York, owing thousands of dolNew Greeates, Nov, 5.—An earth- ing common cause with the Utes in
According to other stories nett- buildings, the accumulation
Manila, Nov. 5.—Taft is considerof debris
lars, which he borrowed and, pre- quake at Guatemala (ley and cover- their revolt against
'11 e4 ropollo, Ill. Nov. 5. (SPeele-1-)
authority.
cock is a voluntay prieoner in the and the wiring.
ing the abandonment of the rest of
sumably. spent in Wall street specu- ing a :de territory in Guatemala,
—Metropolis is greatly interested in
(Jeronimo Threatens,
custody of a friend well known to
his
world
tour
and
an
immediate
reto
As
wiring, it Is said that Padulations, in a vain effort to become Ch Leber 16 and 17, was reported tothe local option fight that la going
Lawton.--Okia , Nov. 5.—Declaring the theatrical profession.
cah is rapidly taking her place with turn to the United States. Political on, anti
rich.
the women of the rhea-hes
day liy passengers arriving on the that his people are hungry and suffer•• saga.. the best wired cities in the country. demands for his presence at home.
The Rev. John D. Jordan Is a young steamer Bluefield' from Port Berries ing for clothing and shelter, Geronlare. taking an active part In influencthe
recent
with
mutiny
conand
By
those
who
are
ti
is
authority
in
man. He was national secretary of Several persona were hurt In Ovate- mo, the noted Apache
ing the voters. They are everywhere
warrior, the
stated that a better wired town can tinued disorders at Vladivostok are to
the Baptist Young People's Union, Male City by failing objects clueing remnant of whose tribe are pridoners
be seen today with their white ribbelieved
to
hate
caused
a
growing
not be found, and the rate doubtless
but is now pastor of the First church, the shocks which fectirred from 10 of war on the Fprt Sill reservation
bons.
The churdics are kept open as
conviction that It is best for him to
will be lowered many points.
Atlanta.
headquarters. Probably every vote
o'clock at night until after 5 o'clock here, has written President Roosegive
the
world
Up
tour.
So
far
as
William
J.
Mr.
GlIsdort,
state
elecDr. Thompson accepts a poeitiot. the following morning. A large num- velt, threatening to
in Metropolis wiH be cast. Workine
take his followtrical inspector, will not be able to known no definite decision
in the Southern Baptist church sec- ber of buildings in the city glowed ers away from
men generalty are for a dry town,
the reservation
reached.
come here for several weeks, but will
ond only in influence and importance ragged cracks after the quake but no through war and bloodshed. if neres
while the business men, who fear
Messrs.
meet
Townsend
Pollock
and
theologlto that of president of the
sary, if money is not forthcoming at
trade will be diverted to Paducah
fatalities were reported.
and complete the work of re-rating
eel seminary. Every man in the
once.
are for the retention of the town's
In the work Mr. C. Ct Rose. Insurance
church, who contetnpkites suggesting
Geronimo is angry because Lieuten saloons. The Metropolis Herald
Quake Recorded.
commissioner for the district, will
a great movement, must first con
tenant
Hurlington,
has made a fight for cioeing the as,
the
quartermaster
Wight,
Nov.
5.—An
Settle,
Isle
of
also
assist.
seder the attitude of the Western Rein Fort Sill, who ° has charge of
loom, and stateg today that if the
disturbanee
was
recorded
earthquake
Re-raters desire to catch the propNew York, Nov. 5.—The Tennescorder on the subject. The chief
Apache Indian affairs, was compelled
fight goes against the cauee, eery] ra
see Coal and Iron company was erty holder "napping," and are wary
editorship requires rare talents and at the observatory here last night to discontinue issuing checks
to
the
will be continued.
begirewing at S: 40. It reacted its
of
talking
for
publication.
answer
In
capabilities.
passed
over
to
the
control. of J. P.
Indians on account of the money
point,
oriof
The
9:16.
maximum
at
to
long
they
how
will
be
in
Paducah.
It was a compliment to Dr. Thomie
Morgan & Company, who in turn will
stringency.
Large Vote in state.
con that the board refused to con. gin was at a rkete.nce of about 5,600'
pass it over to the United States Steel Mr. Townsend answered. "Well, it
.lemisvlle, Nov. 5.-- -A 'eerie,
Pert
of the
Corporation. This company, which depends on how crooked the town is."
s:der anybody else for the place. The miles, probably in some
vv111 hi. cast In Kentucky for sl.t:.• and
Meilen. Pollock and Townsend have
has been one of its greatest rivals,
Western Recorder has been without Pacific ocean.
lm ;1'
!3:s.
will prove of immense value to the just returned from Jackson, Tenn.,
a bead since the last of June, when
the Rev. T. T. Eaton died. Under AFTER KILLING 28 PEOPLE
steel trust, as it owns valuable coal where they declare one of the worst
When 'Uncle Silas Burkham, a v.
1..ecni
Hotbrel).
the terms of the contract, by which
JUMPS TO HIS DEATH.
and iron mines in Tennessee and Ala- fire departments they have ever seen
80 years old, meonderte don
gro
city
of
Jackson's
in
a
is
mainsize
Dr. Thompson acepted the pastorate
bama. It has been controlled by
the street singing "Won't You ienelle 1 eel‘
ns
.at
'
oll.11.1
1 11:111't
of the First Baptist church In this
what is known as' the
.Gates crowd tained.
Knoxville, Tenn., Nov, 5.—In view
Paducahe fire loss in 1905 was Me," he found a ree41 eterult in Ade e: them gene':.1
1••
city, three months' notice is required, of 300 people, Jim Davis, a negro
Moore & Schley represent the Tenole
ia American mettles :- tee- lebut on account of the pressing neces- who had shot two negro women early
nessee coal pool, and it was Mr. $90.000. Last year. after the install- Landon, cohered. about 3e ears
iirsity of having some one to take im- Sunday morning, leaped from the rail
Schley who signed the agreement for ation of two new fire stations, the who has been, watched for sew ral leel of local centees peee a
,olie
Paducah
Ishadowing state tiehta
N. , ee
mediate charge of the great publica- ing of the Tennessee river bridge to
the transfer of the property. Mr. loss dwindled to 930,000. Better days by
Silas had just left lunch, and was City, Cleve:and. San Fee,
I
tion, it Is probable the church will the water, 100 feet below, this afterSchley refused to make any statement wiring is larkely responsible.
feeling good. He had titked 4,11 his Salt Lake City are
concerning the matter today.
release Dr. Thompson earlier in the noon, and was drowned before he
watched.
inside Pocket $13.50 in ha,41
interest of the denomination.
One of the reasons for the change
could be rescued.
Milton, Ky., Nov, 5. (Spec-Jae.—
cash, also a knife, whe h lead been
company,
in
the
control
of
it
was
Pursued by two deputy sheriffs. Bight members of the Equite society.
his companion for ninny vt am. Ada
understood, was the fact that several
Davis climbed to the top of the rail- called an T. J. 'Tandy and H. H
.
gut both by "fond line"
Cleveland .ll"N4:11:7P:
trust companies had made large loans
7
1 -di-t I I t.el y
meeting
lase
a
At
night
the
from
his
Shmirmer,
pistol
merchants,
pulling
a
and
Baked
and
ing,
'She peered toe' no' toe Lee feeling the hoerd of .1,
Tennessee
Coal
to
the
company
and
tieured that
pythias
Knights
Inextended
of
an
pocket, fired five times in the air, them not to buy tobacco. They also
nieeii
see.
over half of the ewe,. feeieration
were anxious to have them written yearion to Mayfieid and Metropolis about' my lemon, but I
Suffering from the effects of mor- scattering the crowd, which was try- called on McTibben & Maddox Ser•Ofil
pected. nuffine" (I...eared - 1'nel.- Silas. had voted.
off.
lodges. to.attend an Iteltiatien and
phine poisoning, Alton Barker, engi- ing to prevent, him from suicide, and the river tied made the same reI I
When slit' tuc
le,
November
banquet
city
In
this
three,"
two,
"one,
counting
queet.
neer of the coal hoist of the West then
made tabulashion of ma belongings
I
Iii Anti-Mermen.
conferwhen
the
will
third
be
reek
Kentucky Coal company, was saved jumped headforemost.
Owensboro, Ky. Nov. 5 (Special;)
an' found ma cash gone.••
Salt Lake Cty, Nev. 5.--Indicacandidates.
several
red
on
leaping,
from death by the prompt attendance
before
words,
In his last
—The Greenville river equity warePatrolman Cress made the arrest lions are the Americen party. the
Williamson this Dales claimed that he had killed 28 house sole the American Tobacco
of City Physician
and
the money and knife were found anti-Mormon force, will elect the
morning. After working with him people.
company the 19e7 pooled crop of five .0w emalearo. Ky.,Nov. 5. (Special.)
on the suspect She is thought to be mayor and probably remainder of
Cummings
blew
out
—JeRee
'
his
for some time, Dr. Williamson proth eight million pounds at $9
wanted elee where, and claims to be the -ticket.
brains because his girl refused to
nounced the young man out of danfor leaf and $3 for truth
Clarksville, Tenn. The Pollee
from
WEATHER.
THE
marry him.
ger.
Mayfield. Ky., Nov. 5.—(Spec.al )
Lincoln, Neb., Nov. 5.—A fair vote
will investigate her record. The wo
—The Mayfield banks announced toman committed the alleged robbery Is being polled in Nebraska. Weather
More Students Than Ever,
day that tomorrow they will issue
condltions are Ideal. Smaller state
at. Second and Monroe streets.
Daring October an inereese over
cashiers' checks in lieu of cash to
officers, leglsiatora and congressman
September in .enrollment in Paducah
depositors until the money stringency
are to be chosen.
Washington, Nov. 5.—"In twenty
city schools of 123 pupils, 99 white
confidence
is
here
over,
have
People
The 113-months-old infant of Mr.
years the timber supply in the United
and 34 celored, eneouraged stout
in the banks, and, are cheerfully acSan Francisco, Nov. 5.—Taylor,
and
'States,
on
Mrs: Maurice Gammon, of Memgovernment
reserves
and
Officials. It swells the attendance to
cepting the situation,
Democratic, good government nomi, private holdings, at the present rate phis, formerly of Paducah, died yesthe highest figure ever attained by
New York, Nov. 5.—Eight mileons Nee
for mayor. is still favorite In the
of cutting, will be exhausted." This terday. The body reached Paducah
of the thirty millions of gold already
the city schools. The increase is not
betting. Weather is clear and early
announcement was made today by this morning at 11:20 o'clock and
(entitled to any particular depa.rtengaged by New York banks, arrived
vote heavy. The re-election of DisGifford Pinchot, the government for- was buried In Oak Grove cemetery,
I. today.
meat. but is dflvrided among the
trict Attorney Langdon is practically.
ester, who has just returned from a the funeral being held from the train.
grades. The High school ehows
conceded.
six months' inspection trip on which
tie increase.
he traveled 10,000 miles.
THE SUN.
The total enrollment of Paducah
Brant Whitlock.
eehoole to date le 3.42a, about ,100
lh
oledo, Nov.
—13rant Whit.,
WILL RECEIVE
more than ever before enrolled.
ependent, will be re-elected me \
Cleveland, Nov. G.—Mrs. Mabel
New York, Nov. 5.—Blame for the
Aterao. white, the wife of a Japanese by a large vote.
AND BULLETIN
financial flurry was laid on Roosevelt
TEAR DOWN BURR'S PRISON.
cook in a local restaurant, was arNew York, Nov. 5.—Rear Admiral by Ohaneellor James RL Day, in SyraPollee essignments.
rested and charged with putting
ALIA ELECTIONS
.0ogivissn in a opeeet here said: "The cuse University, who also pawed the
Demolishing Historic Old House at
As a prevail 'on against election
poison in the dishes, which her husmuet
ocean
Pacific
become
the
japan- gratuitous criticism, that the prmaiMarine Barracks.
band was preparing for the restau- fights and troub of any kind at the
TUESDAY NIGHT.
lem-American lake. We will stand dent jets Accompliehed no reform and
Washington, D. C., Nov. 5.—Worklice James Collins
rant's customers.. She had quarreled polls. Chief of
together about it, but if we can't punisbed to,bod.y. He said he never
men have begun to demolish the old
with her husband_end 'Aterao's en,- placed the entire police force in coneEVERYBODV WELCOME,
'stand
together
tben
we
4
she*
-len
Center house At the Marine barracks
thought of. the preeidestrt two an anarpIn!!! eided:with
She_ put mats Is miselon this morning. ,His astgn-.tile speech -was
—
—the pletie Where eaten Barr WAS
Ierfet, though he deetititatett some of
heads in the soup and stew. The ment is as follows, only one precinct,
Fete
confined after he killed Alexandie
tonight
Wednesday. celebration of the mikado's birth- the president's acts anet pole...lee as
and
food was all destroyed, as a dishliamiltea IUdael.
Warmer tonight.
anarchistic in their tendencies.
reolalinued on Page Four.)
wühöF
The woman:

MORE TROOPS TO HITCHCOCK HELD
THUNDER BUTTE SOMEWHERE NEAR
AFTER INDIANS TO NEW YORK CITY

'

EARTHQUAKE IN
GUATEMALA MADE
CRACKS IN WALLS

TAFT MAY CHANGE
HIS MIND ABOUT
IIIS WORLD TOUR

AT METROPOLIS

MIME COAL
AND IRON CO. GO
TO U. S. STEEL

HE WAS FONDLED
AND PAID PRICE
FOR AFFECTION

EQUITY SOCIETY
SELLS 1907 CROP
TO AMERICAN CO

l

BIG K. P. MEETING

LIFE WAS SAVED

JILTED-SUICIDE

MAYFIELD BANKS IN LINE

OUR TIMBER SUPPLY

INFANT DIES

EIGHT MILLIONS IN

POISONED FOOD

CHANCELLOR DAY

NICE SPEECH

FA I R._

••••••••••••••••••••••.

vY,

TRY PADUCA rf ErrifficG SUN.

NOT KNOW WHAT
CAUSES SICKNESS

SLAKING TRIPS

VERY 00011 HOME RECIPE.
Says Awe One Can Prepare '-It, and
Know* Nothing Hefter to Take.

AyersPi s

xovrNtiwn

ATER'S PILLS
fossesruk,
co▪ r• tusw
E•Presents
SIPA

•

:;14

.
r.
Qtr
. Or.!Oil Peppermint115 Or.
Alooa . .
Pulp Or. Oil Spearmint Tig Or.
As* your doctor what he thinks of ehts Ockhxsyneh
Ezeiptent-Snffivieut qUatitity.
formula for a liver pill. Do as he says
..bout usalj these pills' He it"Im-

THEATRICAL NOTES

Rhsutuatj.0 Is easier to
EIGHTY LITTLE BENEFIT FOlt
than to cone, states a well-known auHOSTS OF DANGERS.
thority. Every man, woman had
"Zinc"
child here should dress as warmly as
"Zira," the piece to be seen next
Telephonic.
"Now listen and hear how Vein her
poiatible, and above all elite* keep the Thursday night at The Kentucky with
Brown had just had a telephone answer conaee back." Mrs. Brown's
Rarnhag to Pastors Not to Indulge feet dry. Avoid colds and exposure, the eminent )(mug artiste, Mabel
and don't become eonetipated.
r. Montgomery. in the stellar role of put in coullecting his office and house reply came back with startling disIn That Sort of Amwwinent
Rheumatism Is strictly a blood dis- Hester Trent, is the joint work of and was very much pleased with it. tinctness: "Ask your friend Smith
Any More,
ease, caused by inactive
kidney*, Henry Miller, the celebrated pro- "'.ten you. Smith, " he was &t)ing, if he thinks we keep a hotel?"
which, through cold or expoetere or ducer-actor-manager, and J, Hartley "this telephone business is a wonderQuincy Scott and his bride of Se.Improper 'diet, fall in their duty of Manners, the playwright. It is beset, ful thing. I want you to dine with
Does human health depend on one sick with a sound digestion. That is
Battle Creek, Miele, Nov. 5.---The filtering the rheumatic poisons front on incidents found in Wilkie Collins' me this evening, and I will notify Attie spent their honeynioon in the
organ a:oue? This question is hecom- why my medicine is selling at filleh rh a bit of some fonefeeete of touring the blood. This poin000ue waste world-famed novel, "The New Mag- Mrs. Brown through the telephone. saddle, making a Journey of 2,5.00
a tremendous rate. I have eonvincedrthe "red light" districts to gain timing widely discussed since le T.
of lime, dalen." A few changes have been "My Wend Smith will dine with us mike to St. Paul and rettirn, whit%
many thousands of people that these teriat for sermons Was given hard matter. uric acid, oxliate
the made in the locale, and the entire this evening." Then to his friend, required 112 dues.
urea,
from
etc.,
if
stralued
not
that
advanced
theory
Cooper first
his
things are so, and the number is jolts by the Rev. S. B. Shaw of
blood promptly, decomposes and set- plot has been modernIzed, but otherthe stomach is the true seat of life growing by leaps and bounds."
Only One "IIROMO QUININE." that Is
Chicago today.
tles about the joints and muscles wise the dramatists have followed
and a 11 healthdependent upon t.
Among more recent converts to
Mr. Shaw, addresing the National causing rboumatie disease.
the virile and fascinating text of the Laxative Brorno Quinine
on every
Mr. Cooper, who has met with re- Mr. Cooper's beliefs is Mr. Edgar L.
Ptilfity league, declared the tours
"PTPIPLasishos. 25c
In damp or chilly cold weather the book with wonderful accuracy.
markable success in the sale of his Hinds, living at 6 Tappan street,
One
Dow
Gritt
2
Days
Cut-sac
Cold
in
were not only not necessary to prove kidneys are made to do double work
"Zira" is a play that represents.
new medicine, believes that the stom- Everett, Mass. Mr. thuds has this
that the evils exist but dangerous: to The pones of the skin all over the according to the unanimous opinion
responsible
sickness,
for most
ach is
to say on the subject:
the experimenters.
body do not assist in eliminating the of the New York crities, the true
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Modern People Have Many Names for
Same Diseases, According to New Belief.
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Councilmen Will not Delay
With the Measure

Hugh Boyle Appeal Is Voted In Lowe,
eidation of
Board on Riese
Mayor.

C. E. (ask:, Plantation Distributer
alemphis, Tenn.

PEACE CONFERENCE
"Keep well"
is better than
"get wel;."
Scott
Ern cth ion
fortifies the body
against disease and
strengthens it during convalescence.
It is composed of
cod liver oil and
hypophosphites in
easily digested form.
It builds Up faster
than work, worry
and trouble can tear
down.
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Resume of Great International Meeting to Reduce Horrors of
War.
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The second peace conference at
The Hague hes ended without acsompliehing sut-h definite moults as
,euthusiasts had hoped from it. No
THE FIRST NOVEMBER MEETING
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panied the extinction of the lights bad
' where her gaze might waste itself on and-sorbed in other things. We TO;g11.• •nieell• Be'ey's, - Pete.
"Spondulicks," said Dicky with a died away, I had made a dive beaeath
the back of my bead.
ha'- '3
-had we but eamed to Same: Yaneevn, Partenian et•
"Mother Borton's up late to-night," laugh, as the other hesitated for the the table, and, lifting with all my
lb "Ittee' nature too, %Isle; halt
might, had sent it crashing over with
It Iteeten.
said Dicky thoughtfully, as he ordered word.
my enemy under it. With one leap I
her operations until after tit. /en - • Benton. Ky., Nov 7
"Irtr'.1 so," said the man.
wine.
"And what else" I continued, press- cleared the remaining table that lay
Eon.
While
slum .
"You can't blame her for thinking
between me and the door. And with
out yet. while we have been ase country vote
that this crowd needs watching." I ing him firmly.
"Weil, he admitted hoarsely, "I the clamor behind me, I turned the
suggested with as much of airiness as
IttfIte PlertIOT learned as how there was to be a knob and bounded up the stairs, three
wl.• tee:. :hi
or "lia• n
ond Before noon Teo *Leer
I could throw into my manner.
206 Br ottd %way
heve ter 'stn. e snd a livin: at sui ex were in.
Dicky shook his head tor a second, change of place to-night, and I might steps at a time.
and then resumed hLs light-hearted, be needed."
pewit?, the fall has come, the ha -v°4
In Graves County,
A1111111111.11111111gmill
I looked at him inquiringly. Per- (To be conttnueu in nest Leone.)
• bantering way. Yet I could ewe. that
eaet anti coal gone up. nne teething
Mayfield, Nov. 5.
iSp
_
_
haps I was on the threshold of knowlfs"ed in its appointed
time and big vote is being cast all over the
edge of this cursed business from the
place.
county. About no voters were de- leewliaeelltrelleseala1.4Wellielasetil• mouth of the
enemy.
The Health in Winter.
Masten, If we should lose this day prived of their baSiot today. They
"I heard as how the boy was to be
The beet way to keep in good health
the earth would set (-gnat:ale round said J. C. epeight was keepirg their,
put in a safer place," he said, wagging
u the winter is to pay- ;mit a little
the gun, and nave teal from "nest registration certificates and lost them!
his head with affected gravity.
ttention to the body physically, and,
to east, and float through space. This The county clerk retuned to issue
Some imp put it into my brain to
assurance gives us rourage to 9OO
try him with an unexpected bit of y proper attention to diet and na,
I1- new certificates.
ere's warnings, avoid sickness.
late on other thing.; nearer home.
Roosevelt Has 'tette&
news.
New York, Nov. 5.-Public Admin- This, Mr. Hoes is sure, the
310r and more each year the proMaybe-maybe-If sunken, the gov- ,
New York, Nov. 5 -Roosevelt left
"Oh," I said coolly, "that's all atpresident
istrator William M. Hoes had ells- has no intention of
ernment will stand, estabilatied and Jersey City at 8 o'clock for Oyster
doing. Mr. Hoes
tended to. The change was made yes- ession is getting away from the the.
posed
of
the
entire
legacy
ry
of
left
aiwass
by
the
dosing
for disease, as
sajsehe ale keep the ashes if be is
firm on her old foundation, unskraken Bar, where he voted and returned to
terday."
cure and a preventive, and
pre- late Mrs. Lulu B. Glover, exnepting unable to persuade anybody to acWashington immediately. He an
by the- ruffled ire of teems parties,
The effect of this announcement Was
the ashes of a cremated kitten. He cept them.
Thank Proveleaver The old flag rives there at 6 tonight,
extraordinary. The man started with •ribing natural treatments. We are
hu g getting closer to nature, and has failed to get rid of thisintereststill floats above the custom house, I
an oath.
It took the president four minFruitless Search for Relatives.
President Roosevelt, to
attire, as a restorer of the spent lug relic.the sun still 'tines up in the heavens; utes to cast his vote. He left Oyster
"The hell you say!" he exclaimed
Mr.
Hoes' efforts to 'discover rela1whom
Mrs. Glover, who committed
and the earth feels eakd under foot. Bay 40 minutes after he arrived 41
in a low, smooth voice, far different 'got* and health, is coming into its
tives of Mrs. Glover have extended
!suicide
in
her
If
-.apartments
%VE
YOtell
at
ght
and
ELECTION
just
2089
rent:ignition.
Never till now ted we realize why Cortelyou voted at Hempstead, L. 1., •
from the harsh tone he- had used thus
over a period of several months, but
The bath as one of the aids to' Leiengton avenue on December 10,
far. Then he leaped to his feet, with
and rejoined the president to New
Thanksgiving comes in November.
have
been fruitless. At this time there
BETS PATABLE IN
'left
her
estate, has firmly refused to
attire is now even its due credit
York, when Cortelyou ;eft the party
uncontrollable raze.
Jane more Iceman elsoei-e-the woerdeatteuttun.
re-m
e
-I ,onsult ATifiVig -ffiT.Zi---.44-thea
fIn
"Teleeesd-ey God!" he shouted imty wTrfillnan- • CULTYT'S MERCHANDISE.
Writ WIT
"
c"u a
man than was known when she was
If Governor Beckham
h,
•
orning imparts vigor and starts the the ashes of the feline pet to his
.
,- re,
eulsively, and smote the table with his
Loeb voted in three minutes ,i
found in her apartment after she had
United States senate,
'stock
of
curiosities.
City off with a tonic effect.
fist..
e.eve:t• cast the eighty-fourth bal, f
tried to kill herself. She died in the
boast that neither of Ii
Although it is not within the provOne of, if not .thengreatest bathe
Pis outburst threw the room into
Harlem hospital, leaving a will which
a gv,t/(1 stump •ppakt,r. !lace
No matter how the election
e
ienee
developed'
has
of
is
the
public
the dry hot
administrator to gave her estate
confusion. Men sprang from their
repose conflnenee in a man eh
to President Rooaean
goes
r treatment. In this the tempera- deal withnlade wills,the estates
there will be beta to pay.
NIAICRETANIA TO SAIL NOV. 10.
lr
esa
vela many photographs , of whom
make a good sterna sloe h
1 ire can be run up to 300 cisgrees. have
If you chance to be on the
thosesHooftthewrho
e- were among her
belongings.
winning side, make your abets
1 it, by a process which gives a free quest of the president, took charge
Is Expected to Beat Lueitania and
Mrs. Glovez had a penchant ettele
Mere is this eotnforting reflection
is
f
of
the
payable
rculation of air through the maat The New Store.
property left by Mrs. Glover. eats.
Capture All the lit-cord..
At her death several livIe lonea
on last night's rally, when the orators
cline, the heat is never oppressive. lie said today that he had found the
New York. Nov. 5.-The new Cunwere found in her rooms, and several
trasi toerea• h the Fearte of their au'his treatment opens thoroughly the estate valued at-more than $6,000.
ard liner Manretania, sister ship of
A Hat-Neck weltr--Sb I rte. e
lays later there was discovered the
dience they had to feria, from AbraI res of the most obstinate skin and and that within the last few days
the _record breaking Litsitania. It is;
*
urn whieh contains the ashes of the
ham lenecen and the Bible.
its it In good condition, and by the President Roosevelt had notified him
announced, will sail on Its maidenly
Bull-An Overcoat
keten. •
trip to New York on November 16.I
erspiration assists nature in elinal• that he would give the money to a
THE ILLINOIS PRIMARY BULL. The Meuretania
earltatle
institution.
1
sting
exceeds the 1,11,1-1
the
impurities
from
the sysNo tnatter what it ie in tile •
The St. Louis Globe-Dcmoerat has tante
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT .
iem.
by a few inches in leneeh and •
i
Doesn't Appeal to President.
way of wearing apparel your •
Every dose materna leelbetter tne-e
this to nay about the Illinois.; primary about 360
•
tons in gross tonnage. hut
The
after
effects
ef
the.
treatment
will
bet
be the best when. the
But the ern which contains the seeps your whole •-1•01e5 rtrht. Sold on the
bill:
A number of amenimente to otherwise
practically of the same
I invigorating, Instead of being the ashes of one el the
goods come from here.
many cats of •nnnev-tatrit plan everywaere. Prase Id cleats.
the state primary bill have been made size as its sister ship. The builders
est
•
depressive, they are tonic, and which Mrs. Glover was fond
is too
by the Illinois senate and the meats- however, believe the Mauretania will
fir the tired-down, worn-out system. mute) like a white elephant
Card of Thanks.
to apRemember hunk eheees are
-tire has gone back to the house for its he ab'e to exceed the speed made by
Is a wonderful rejuvenator. Espe- peal to the president.
We wish to extend our heartfelt
He notified
accepted hire jost the eame
coneideration. The amendments brief- the Lusitania and expect the new 'ship
'
ally Is this so. when the treatment Mr. Hoes last week that he
expected ;hanks for the many kind acts and
ly relate to duties In connection with eventually to capture all the records
as money, in fact they are
s followed by the osteopathic treat- , him as executor of the
estate of Mrs. •c,rda of eymnathy extended to us
money,
national ponties, to the delegated for transatlantic voyages.
neat.
Glover to find a resting place for the by our friends and neighbors during
functions in Me election of presiI am giving these treatments with ashes of the kitten. Mr. Hoes
bereavement over the sickness
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general and !brother.
ident is impress' le. Pressideras are
/Chicago. Nov. 5.---Herman
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Interest Paid on Time Deposita

Third andBroadwai.,

$1.10 Worth of Merchandise fer $1.00 1
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Mr. Edeterd 0. Leigh, secretary !,
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Coverror
Beektant, returned
Frankton at noon today, after cae
leg his ballot in Paducah.
Mime Grace Williams, of Krebs Ste
Con. Is in the city today.
.1. it Lemon. editor of the Mayfit•i,
eleseeriger, Is la the (ay today.
per
We will allow a
Miss Lizzie Welkert heft yeeterdit
cent premium on all
for Leulevilie and Cincinnati.
cashier's cheeks issued by
Mr. J. M. Radford, 11014 A.
Thompson and Mr. W. T. Patt.-T
any bank iu Patittcali when
applied to cash purchase, a or Murtay, are In the city this e
noon.
or we will accept them or
Mrs. lehie - Boyd and Mrs. Cla•
any checks drawn by re- • Burnett. 1710 Kentucky avenue, I.
sponsible firms, corpora- i last night for St. Louis to spend a f,, N
days.
e
tion° or individuals at full
Mr. Roscoe Reed was able to
value in settlement of act ent on the sired t yesterday aft-!
counts.
several weeks' confinement, tle
suit of an operation for append
N. B. -We will ale! .ee
--leerantata-lattell--04
•,;
batik Calibier's Checks sitl4
• Currency in return 11• ir .:Illinois Central car repairee
I !a
to be at work after erabl
not ask yeti to accept tilt
• !weeks' illeese.
cliandn.e checks.
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PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS

JthinAillyinzge•ce,

A".

Keep Warm

Miscellaneous Program for Matinee
Alusictil.
The Matinee Musical club will meet
Wednesday afternoon at 3 o'clock at
the Woman's club building.
Miss
Isabelle Mohan is the leader for th.
meeting. The program will be mils
E are prepared for your winter requirements in
cellaneous. Miss I.ula Reed and Miss
Courtle Puryear will he accompanists
oil cloth in a very choice line of patterns in all
Following Is the program:
widths.
Current Events-Mrs. Hal Corbett.
piano Rblo, "Two Larks".(Leschet30c A good heavy grade, per
izsky)-Miss Virginia Newell.
rquare yard..
'Vbcal Solo (Selectedl-Mise Anna
Hill.
35c Extra quality for heavy w( ar,
Paper, "Power of Music"--Mrs. H.
ver sqrnic )Prd
We say and guarantee
S. Wells.
Plirio Salo (a) Bosquet De Julie,
that no soot w'll be in
$1.00 St4)Vt' WM, l i g pail"; sq
$
Bendel: (b) Hanbanera from Car-border, ei iC1 around
the stove or pipe after
men, (Gustave Lange)-Mss Mary
the entire winter's
Scott,
work.
Quintette, "Winken. Blynken am,
Nod" (Nevinl-Meadvnes George II
Hart. David Flournoy. James Weille. •
Arel.
Letha Puryear and Mayrn.
ev-4Mtsse5
se
i !showq on the curtain at each and
ery performance. Every admission Drefulss.
of 5 cents entitles you to vote for
415*041T
BROAD7...-1 y.
)
McGill-Sparks Wedding.
your favorite baby to win one of the
AND
TO
MEN
OUTFIT
The
-ERS
I'
.
marriage
of
Jame
s
H.
Sparks
'handsome prizes, and be declared one
the most popular babies of Padu- of Wickliffe, and Matta, 11 WW1, of
----- ,
Wed* Fille11.
-': ..ah. Daily standing of the votes will•Padeoeta, Was solemnised at the par-I-Our line ts complete in.
---For Dr Veto? :-.,• lees 4,
la Di 'eau' man to Henry smith
' be *seen in the theater. Sae prizes at eorage of the Cairo Beptist eaurt•ht"fientiteke Day." will e a le • Ken -I
sizes.
finishes, designs,
anaday
a
Pea.
rternoon.
The
Miss Kate %Vh.:,- ,I ,1 eLes' teur lets in the Thurman addition
S. C:tirliti- -Di. Hover teal:ea-0 pheee a '' 'le-2,eata'e jeweiry stole on Broadquality and price.
lOtrrum officiating. The bride was Nia:.y Brazeltun are in Owe. of the $150 each.
office 175
tway.
--Oysters 35c a quart at Rieder- accompanied here by her sister and a, A eighth grade work. A slime: ad-' E. D. Thurman to Geore• a
Our Prices
from
--Dr Gabert, ()osteopath, 400%
ifrdend who were witnesses at the, mission of 10 cents will be charged. property in the Thurman a. •
:man's Seventh street store.
Broadwa.
Phone 196
(afro Bulletin.
1Tbe program as:
; $150.
All members of Maeater
Grove i eerin"Y•a:
e
le:h
--Farley & Fisher, veterinariencl
I
Musical selection-High e-hool or- I
new of W. 0. W. are urged to meet at the,'
N. C. Sallnor, et al., to 0. c
427 S. Third
Old phone 1345;
Bradshaw-NIolloy wedding.
,chestra.
old K of P hall tomorrow afternoon i
H. R. Hank. property near Sixth to
1 at 2 a„
P h-one 351
aaaak as business of Import- I
Deal's orehes•tra left this afterntsoni
Addrees - "Ketaucky" Mr. A. Clark streets. $2.409.
-We have just received another
ifor Eddyvil1e, where they will furn-a4. Barkit•y.
I C. C. Graeshant to Martha C. Pe
conic
e before the cove.
lot of those beautiful White Wax De-:at 'e v'lli
Ihth the music for the Bradwhaw-Mol-j Double Quartette--'M'- 0:.1 Ken- cell, property in the Craeshant • '
signs. Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
by wedding witLii takes place at tucky Home"-Eight pupils.
'lien, $1 and other conelderariete..
-We give you better carriage suit
N. ! 1et:30 o'clock tomorrow morning at
Solo,
t a rol i Ile
selected-Miss
-better service for the mow) thee
the home of the bride's sister, Mrs.illam.
'
marriage 1,iceesta,
Is given by any transfer company In
R. S. Mason.
I, Road4og, "Ole Mietisa SI - Elle ' Lawretia. Colla to Flossie Doyle.
America. Fine carriages for special
I
The wtdding will be a beautify*,abeth Graham.
1[1' rp aettel
I Thomas Pitcher to Beesie Quinn.
occasions on short notice: also ele- 11jz;rioin,w...4...
z
a 'appointed home ceremonial uniting; Solo, eelected-Mr. la, hare seett
B. A wahon and
Lizzie Lawtwo prominent young people. Miss! Duet, selected - '.1
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co
It
eetiille r.. nee..
efeellelitaltreeerteeseweralefle
CIara Bradshaw, of this city, and Mr. Ham and Mr. Frank Cheek
--Forms for real estate agents for
I C. E. Jett and Lola Gholeore
River Stases.
_
safe at this office.
Musical welecticrn-Ifigit ;•leityl or Ceiro
10.1 0.2 rise Marcus Pitts Molloy. Sr., of Eddy- I
CLEANINa AND PRESSING nee:J
theatre,
-City subscribers to the Dally Chattanooga
3.6 1.1 rise Vele'
1:11.971),
IWI)
ly done. Satisfactlon
guarantee1
Sun who wish the delivery of their Cincinnati........f4,9 0.6 rise
Work called for and delivered One
0,e_ 0,1 .rt.se: 11. A. It. Fountain Day Postponed.
papers stopped must notify our col- FlOrence
l'hildren's Party.
By Atterveye in Case Of etuyveentit
trial is all I ask. James Duffy, South
A-hap/el-. Dalt aheen. of the
'2.1 0.1 risst- Pachtratr,
lectors or make the requests direct' Johnsonville
Masters Os-car and Paul
Ca•otritl.
the
lielt vs.
Ninth street. near Broadway. Phone
6.0 1.2 rise Aneerican Revolution, held a called little sons of Mr. and Mrs. Patti E
to The Sun office. No attention *MI Louisville
:135-a,
meeting
this
morning
rise
Mt.
with
Carmel
0.8
the
re6.0
be paid to such orders when given'
:Stutz, 5 9 Jeffereon street, wilt enAUCTION SALE - On Noventhst
Nashvile .....
8.3 0.1 rise gent, Mrs. Eli G. &toner' 308 South tertain a number of their young t heCh
llieltli'. iii
gelloe
;o
"
Urt5;o-da
jyu.da
su
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co
i<;:legr7Or N
Subscrihers ioscrting want ads In 14, at front door of le. N Gardner
atawt. It was decided to post- friends with a pretty party from 5 to filing of an ametidment to the IIVI tot
rise
Sixth
0.8
.10.8
Pittsburg
-Miss Isabel Mohan, pianist and
The Sun will kindly remember that
Kr Co., 116 South Third, one baey
•
6.9 0.1 rise POO@ the "D. A. R. Memorial Foote ,7 o'clock that evening at their home ettmplaint filed recently by Stu)
accompanist, has now her studio in. St. Louis
all such items are to be paid for rocker
Mt.
tale
and roll top desk will be sold
Day"
Vernon
for
...
several
months.
7.2
1.9
Norise
Fish and others against the Illitiffl, when the nu is Inserted, the rule ap.the American German National bank
I.y Constable J. W. Wharton by
4.7 0.2 rise vember 11 had been set apart as the
Harcompany,
J.
Ra,lroad
T.
Central
building, second floor, where she, Paducah
Executive'Hoard Meeting.
plying to every one without exc.,- ,
ourt's order.
!day to canvass the city for subscrlp, the president of the company. fion.
weuld he pIeased to see all her
The executive board of the Wont_ alien.
but:Com
to
conaptete
the
memorial
pubAl-though a bas rise Is (-mining,
01 'I'S.
Ok SALE CHEAP- Destrabe.
friends and pat rcns.
an's club will meet Wednesday morn-,and
FOR KINDLING wood ring 2361.
The amendment, while of small
property on South Fourth. Three
-For quality use * the Diamond little change was seen in the river lic fountain, but will not be observ ed l ing at 10 o'clock at the Weinanar
MITCHELLEI tor
bicy- houses, numbers 427, 4:11 and 435.
necessary to have
rubber stamps. The Diamond Stamp stage this morning, the gauge show- now•
Iclub building. 608 Kentuck) avenue.
I The chapter will probably '
a
attend
between Clark and Adams streets.
ingt 4.7, a rise of 0.2.
confortnity cles, 326-328 South Third
the prayer o*f.atsht,
"
In
arY
re
Works..115 South
Third stet.
FOR SALE or rent, laundry coin- Write to 'Mrs. C. A. Brenner, Hertlie
I
The John Quill, a new boat that the unveiling of the anonument erectwith the law.
Phones 258.
I). C. Chapter.
lame. Ring old phone 426-r.
Ill. Box 306, or inquire at Joe
retail, has been recently built at the Jeffer- ed by theehaptere D.A.11, at
--Oyeters, wholesale and
the
,
Fort
Padn
,
ah
Mimetic
citariter
reservation
Cntted Daughters
sonvale
park
in
service
ship
In
yards
the,
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FOR SALE-Cheip. gasoline boat, ners shoe shop, 126 1-2 Kentucky
Stall No. 55 Market, or old phone
Wu Fire at Lockport.
avenue, for full particulars.
Alabama river, was here several Metropolis, this month. It will he a of the Confederacy have their regu243.
Lot-1(.100. N. la. Nov. 5.-Fire Gray engine. Address A. K., Sun.
,notable event.
lar November meeting this afiernont which broke out in the Olmstead Ex- .
WANTED-For U. S. army: Able--0y•sters 35c a quart at Illeder- hours last night coaling.
FOR
heath-is
ring
with Mrs. Lela Wade bewls. WashI
The City of Saltillo passed here
bodied unmarried men between ages
leior wei•ks at aVaeshburn and EX 427 Ir, Levin.
man's Seventh street store.
I ,_
Neste-Ally en route to the Tennessee' -nentucky Day" Program of A
ingtoo street. The anaual election of hang* streets today resulted
the, FOR DK' w4/01.0, old phone of 21 and 35: citinens of the United
-Mr. H. C. Hollins has left the
river
Eighth tirade.
oMeers
takes
leaves
this
afternoon.
States, of good character and temdestruetion
building,
the
of
that
five
eity for a few months. and I have ac2361.
An entertakonent e•ill be given on
The R. Dunbar was in from Evansperate habits, who ran speak, reel
story mil's of the Franklin Milting
'tiered an interest In his business and
500
LOADS
dry
stove
wood for and write English
vale last n'ght and left on her return Wedneedas• evening at 8 o'clock at
Men wanted nc••
company across th
Delphic Club.
.,
•
qu•ek delivery
Bolt. phones 203.
for service In Cuba
For eiformatael
".
formation with reference to any 're) as soon as she delivered and re the High school auditoteunt under
The Delphic club met this morr-Icoal trestle In the rear of the Frank-. - .
FOR SALE--Roll top dee,k wit-h apply to Recruting ()Meer, New Richi the atropices of the A_ eight grade or
branch of it will receive prompt at- ceived her cargo.
ing in regular weekly session 'at tht Mn mina and the New York Centre:a (hair.
Apply at this office.
Washington builliinas a is for
mend House. Paducah. KY.
tention if you will call up The Sun; The Clyde came in form the TenCarnegie library aseembl. room."The signal rower on top of the "Gulf"
•
' TRY T. C. !Ift•KE1.1-S' best hand ' NIGHT SCHOOL--First montea
office. Both phones 358. E. J. Pax- nessee river :est night and will stay ohe benefit of the beet). v work to program wile most interestingly dig- entbanareent nearby. The loss
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NEW RULES

Terrible Itching Burning Skin Disease Noss quickly Cured.

1

A purely vegetable external renot
110VERNING THE SCilooLS .eND
TEACHERS TO BE SUBMITTED. edy that has provedbeyond all posse.
bie doubt to mare the worst mos; a( Willl'all Together Prominent
Eczema and all skin dieeases can now
be procured by all skin sufferers.
Diplomats of World.
Meeting Tonight Will Be Adiphrhed This remarkable remedy is 1). D. D
After Salaries Are Aihreed.
Prescription, the ells:rover) of Dr. Decatur D. Dennis, tit,• well known skin
elinister Will Represent
sloe-lenge and is being matrufsestureh Cabinet
at Great Gathering in
President
Michigan
by the D. D. D. Co. 112
Washington,
New rules governing city schoole
Ill. The demand for
Chicago,
,
St
and teachers will be submitted to the
this remedy has become tremendous
achool board fer consideration at the
within a Atom time because people
probis
regular meeting tonight. It
just learning that the hundreds
are
able that no action will be taken
BROAD AND LIBERAL POLICY.
it has made seem to be per- A
however, it being election night. of cures
marent.
Members of the board will meet awl
E•Zrelle and all dioseees of the skin
after allowing galaries, will doubtbe treated locally, aeording to
muse
Washington. Nov. 5.—Diplotnutle
iess adjourn until Wednesday night.
held by foremost skis representatives of at least two great
Following are some of the import- the views now
orpes•laliets and olseeicians; that ie commercial nations, the governors of
aet rules revised:
I
more than a Pdore of states, mayors
ite41- wh4lwe"
fldeTrteelta heeeenieeY" ""H•eadili4Gr'TheUP
useless to to attempt of thee's throughout the stelae counpelied to notify time board two weeks itch he It is
in advance if he cannot recommend,to cure skin diseateets by taking drugs. try, and men intimatele comeotod
stomach. The with the buoiness life of the nation
principals or teachers, stating his and medicines into the
It is to ;are to gather here next menet to atblood.
the
in
rot
is,
disease
be
reasons, The teachers are also to
, akin and only akin deep. Yea
.
tend the fourth aneual convention
given two weeks.
the disease it the National Rivers and Harbors
Pupils who have a high avcoage mueL get at the veal of
direct,congress, the call for which has just
in daily work will not have to un- and kiji the germ by making
skin.
been reeeived in' Wastingtoe. The
dergo an examination at the middle applications to the
Mee. 1... II. Powell, Box 414. Ca- attendance gives promise of being
Of the year for promotion to a highe. I
mode, the pioutotion to be made from ruthersville, Mo., writes: "Words tbe greatest ever known at a eon,
cannot convey my_ full appose-intim vention of this description, for in adthe average.
Teach, re a ho hod diplomas front of D. D. D. The faire of my baby clitiou to notification to its members,
the state normal school will not be boy was a solid scab, when I wee- the organization's officials hove sent
required to undergo an examination dentally heard of D. D. D. 1 secured out broadcast invitations to thou)a bottle at once and began to apply
in the
before the local board.
sands of others interested
The term of the sue ientendent it. It was miraculous in its cure general question of waterways deshall begin August 1 al.d end on it healed my baby's face completely. velopment to be present at the big
!If anyone wants further information gathering.
August le
Rules" preseribing the duties of about this I Fildli be only too glad to
The convention, accoraing to the
superintendent of buildings, super- hear front them."
lean, will under no circumstances;
visor of music and janitors will lie
Testimonials of hundreds of caws consider Only seeekt1 project for river
presented.
of remerkable cures by 1). D. D. Fre- and harbor improvement, but, as is
i
scelption and an interesting booklet d emi:Aimee-ed. it will stead for a brret
on *kill disease and its treatment. ex- and liberal police on the part of e
.
NAN
LONE HIGHWAI
be had national government for all sit it
ROBS HOTEL GUESTS. claire, diet, bathing, etc.. may
free by calling on R. W. Walkr & Co., provements as have been favorale
D. D
Prescott. Ariz., Nov. 5.--A lone Fifth and Broadway, where D.
'passed upon by the board of United
Soap will States engineers and by it meow I
highwayman, armed with a knife. Proscription and D. D. D.
last night entered five hotels in this be found on sale.
amended to the congress: of the Unit
city, fatally wounded cume of teel
States. The call coutinuez:
Incoagnsoaa Notices.
'This convention will demand of
leents Who offered reastance. ana
Lippincott' tells of a well-known the congress of the United States
made his escape, after robbing a 1
was once that a more liberal proportion of the
:score of people ent-ountered duringeleigyman of Boston, who
of the government thereto_
);s single handed raids. The man:talking to Fome friends with refer- revenue
-chronologof
desirability
the
to
theeare_
in
first made his appearance
fore about three per cent) derived
a-i-s-- the form .from _commerce; be expended in its
betel; Where betan e was dis t 1rIl•roltereeee-la 14ere
fe
Seburn
obcovered by Robert Lutely. The la(- of written statement, when he
In its interest in improving the mat' eyed that there are limes when tural channels of trade and transportter resisted, when the robber made ,
1
Hugdemands for his vaivables and was thismethod becorees a trifle too
/feon. It is important that all interalmost cut to pieces by his assailant. gestive. .
mercantile, manufacturing, ne
ts
For instance," said the speakereen
Ten minutes later the robber entered
.log, agricultural, state and muni••iie
the Brinkrueyer hotel, where he se- "I once heard a minister
bitow their desire for, and con.
cured considerable booty. In rapid Hampshire make his usual Sunday tish°111d
in,
''" in' the 1131•Pmvitsg °r the °N..
he paid hasty visits to the morning announcements as feline's:It.
l and harbors of the country, and
and much
late
the
of
The
funeral
each
In
hotels,
and
Globe
Cliff
-lead.
instance terroriting and robbing the lamented sexton takes place on Wed- done than through chi. national .•
Inmates he encountered. He then nesday afternoon at 3 o'clock
the ration's nal'itai
held
"Thanksgiving services will be velyt1W-n •preeence
made his escape.
of the nation's lawthe
held in this chapel on Thursday l in
I makere."
For the completion 'of-theDames- morning at 11 o'clock."
The fact that the a
COS railway ease to Mecca. eretertetele
be opened almost
MedeaThe FAst London Prtmltive
on
niece will be weeded. The labor bill
with time convening of en: ,
Is being reduced by the employment diet Mission has given 33.144 'mak- doubtedly will base great;
of 70,0'1 soldiers on th • work of ten- fasts to hungry childeen..beeidee tak- the minds of the national
enneseas and deett
strect on. It is expected thee e • ine tee- or c
There is to be a strong effort no
he completed in thee.to (mesh the rivers and harbors
propriation bill through congress at
e•
the first session. Hlthere ,
ure has been held up
moment and has formed a
ter wound which local ancl
terests have fought. The importance of the 'bill to the bimelness and
commercial interests of the country
Is PO great that'an effort will be miule
to retnovee it from the realm of polities and establish It in a position
io
cooeideratn
t• calm and cool
be
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leitortanatelo. President Roosevelt
. ere•n eompelled to observe an
eat
troweled rule not to address maventioas in the capital city. If this were
not so. there is not the seightew
doubt that the chief executive would
make a ringing address at the ece: sympathy
venticn. His well-know-T.
with the policy of waterway tb
volopmeat--te sympathy so peartMeal
that it led hint into taking a long
voyage down the Miseeesippi river to
investigate at first band the needs of
the big stream- -has led him intim
promising , although he is unable to
make a speech at the convention
that he will embody strong recoremenslaticns in his merratge to r!
Sixtieth coogrees, urging more Morality in appropriations putting the
waterways of the country in firstclass condition.
It es probable, however, that the
administration will be represented by
some cabinet official. It would sun
prime? no one if Seeretael Root were
—The--seetretereeof-ettetteefe-tor
the matter of drawing
enthirsiast
closer together the United Slates and
republics
American
the South
through more intimate commercial
bring
and poi:tits] relations. To
this about he--has advocated on eieveral occantona the development of
this country's wytorways, in order
that the (Steepest transportation May
be provided for the carrying of the
goods and products from Amerlean
millseferme and mines to the repute
lice lying soeth. For this reason it
is highly probable that Secretary
al•oot will to the official mouttlAce.
OF MRS,
DIES IN HALTIelORE.
Baltimore, Nov. 5.--Isaac Serrat,
whose mother was executed for complicity in the assassination of Prodent Abraham Lincoln, died today,
aged ne years. The body will be
beried In Washington beside that of
his mother.
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For all the Family Circle
the
THE HOME MAGAZINE is the only magazine that deals with all the interests of
home, that covers every avenue of appeal to the home-builder, the home-maker and
the home-lover. All its contributions center in the home. It makes the honae more
attractive, more comfortable, more interesting. Every issue is crammed full of
practical suggestions for the housewife.
THE HOME MAGAZIKE is cheerful, happy-hearted, whole-settled. Its dominant
note is the note of optimism and hopefulness. From comer to cover, it is pleasant,
entertaining, charming and replete with valuable information.
THE HOME MAGAZINE is thoroughly American and interests every American man
or woman who has a home. Its range is wide and its treatment thorough.
THE HOME MAGAZINE'S departments are conducted by men and women of
authority. Marion Harland, for example, edits the department of cookery and
etiquette. Eugene Chute contributes a great series on home furniture making.
THE HOME MAGAZINE contains the most exciting stories, the must beautiful
illustrations, the most importent feature articles.
THE HOME:MAGAZINE is twice as big and twice as good as ever before.

For Everybody in the Home

The Splendid New
Serial Story

•

Satan Sanderson
Satan Sanderson is the true
embodiment of the requisites
that make a really great story.
It gives the'reader a look into
a little world of action where all
of the emotions that make or
mar life—and lives—are set in
swifeexciting play—one against
the other. Incident follows incident with quick succession, and
a vivid panorama of intrigue,
mystery,love ead strange adventuring kindles the interest to
the fusing point.
Written in a charming style,
brilliant in coloring, picturesque
in background,faithful in characterization and intensely dramatic,with stirring climax,Satan
Sanderson is by all odds the best
story of the year.
by Hank Erminie Muss
Author of Hearts Crouragsmas
and The Castaways
Magnificently Illustrated by
A.. a. YVENZIELL
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A Special Feature

Home Life
of the Presidential
Candidates
A series of articles dealing in
the most intimate, familiar, and
personal way with the home and
fancily life of Secretary Taft.
Vice -President Fairbanks,
Speaker Cannon, Senator 'Knox
and others. Fully illustrated.
Begins soon.
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ONE DOLLAWAYEAR

Short Stories
(A MAGAZINE OF GREAT DEPARTMENTS
, AMONG THE DEPARTMENTS IN THE HOME MAGAZINE
Al! THI:FOLLOWING
POULTRY AND THE KENNEL •
Practical and helpful departments.
Pure to, editor of Poultry, is one of the contrib- utors
PRACTICAL FASHIONS
Choice designs. illustratiOTIO.and complete I
descriptions carefully selected to give sal:iambers advance styles, practical and correct.
Our pattern department renders prn mpt and
MOIMUIL'ILDING
satisfactory StiViCe at a minimum oust.
the best
This departaknt aosietantly reflects
in
LIHIROIDERY AND NELDLIWORK
ideas and expertence of the whole country
yet stannic devices that even very busy
building comfortable, artistic, yet modsralm , Prettycan
women
successfully accomplish. The varipriced kotres.
ety 'mitered suggests something that appeals to
all interested in different types of needlework.
INTILIOIL DECORATION
of
HEALTH AND HYGIENE
tienuinely helpful, with timely suggestion
rugs,
The making of strong, well-formed, perfectly
Intense practical value. Mural decoration,
developed bodies, the value of exercise bathtUrsalturc and the correct.arrangement of inteas
conveniesce
to
ing,
with special articles on the care of the
view
special
a
rims with
eyes, nose, teeth and ears.
•02111fort.
MAINLY ABOUT;PLOPLE
ISOUSEILLIPING
Ititertaining mories in paragraphs of Amer
to
T1 e management of a Mane from cellarand
lean
and women. Illustrated with pee▪ ret, erttki some mention of the thousand
manufacl?
beteg
now
cne lobo saving devices
VIEWS AND INTERVIEWS
tured jr the n onverdence of the borne-maker,
rooms.
twenty
of many vocations are
or
vromrn
two
of
What
men
and
be
winker the home
thinking, and saying, on the quote:ems of the
FLORICULTLIUt OR LANDSCAPE
GARDENING
daYIALS
SIR
Dobbs-Merrill novels, the tame rersear stofor those lovers of nature who
rise of America. appear as serials before their
lerr,td make their home grounds attractive and
publication in book forts.
beaor.ful Helpful to the amateur form* and
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whose work appears in THE
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THIS MAGAZINE
Is one of the best periodicals published. Its _list
of contributors, as you will note in this ad., comprises some of the best talent of the day, and the
illustrations are by famous artists. The October
cover was done by Harrison Fisher and is in his
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best tastv.
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best
do a general
care, go there, now."-paaadelphia. who may possibly follow me to my
energies, and more ardent than ever
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
livery business.
Press.
burial place. And I also desire thet
in devoted pursuit of Rs highest
Broadway or Union Depot, •
at'
,
east two bushels of the said snufl
_Reran lace4aJ. T. DONOVAN
- -_
"et#M1fr1irtHirThr grfd 7f-fhe door of myrinlerirTie
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POSSIBILITY OF
WILL ItEMOV
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DRAUGHON'S

GUY
NANCE
SON
&
' Undertakers and Embalmers

PERFECTION Oil Heater

THE SAFEST AND QUICKEST WAY TO

TRANSFER MONEY

tivi,e0.",",,,,,,,,,:rue;:....t..d

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE

TheR,ayOLamp

FREE TEST T!"-e ---e try

EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY

=

)(

Foreman Bros..Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

FOR RENT
Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.-

R. L. McMurtrie

AMERICAMERMAN NATIONAL BANK

Mattresses

City Transfer Co.

Dr. H. T. Hessig

I

ANTALMiDY

S

HENRY MANN, JR.

C

Watch the
Label

'[ARK'S

KIDNEY
GLOBES

I.•

Ky.

$2.70

Worth of San itol
Toilet Preparatior
-iiTor

This label is a
guarantee of quality
and it is also a guartee to those to whom
ou send flowers,
that you buy the best.

NEW STATE HOTEL

you.

KILL

COUCH

wiTH Dr. King's
New:, Discovery

S. iii_VINSTEAD-

eceeeseeeesearee

-

The .Tully Lim --Company

FOR eginia 1.A'rtiteCtELA•

mktilMon.
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PIXIE EIGHT,

but the royal visitors will have to but will 'emelt' longer,..sp that at
Hall, over Sing Lee's laundry at Oyster Bay, Long Island. He will reach
spare one day from sport to pay a least one of the great entertainments
the white house on his return shortly
visit of state to the city of London Windsor castle will shelter no fewer
after 6 o'clock tonight.
'and be entertained by the lord mayor than four rtiling European monarchs
—the German emperor and the kings
at luncheon.
This visit to the city is the cause of England. Spain and Norway.
The kings of Spain and Norway,
of some apprehension, for a sectlou
of the English socialists have de- with their consorts and the infant
dared their intention of making hos- heirs to their respective thrones, are
Preparation to Receive Kaiser tile demonstrations along the line of coming on official business, but with Of People of Country on
the procession from Paddington sta- all the members of the royal family
National Affairs
In London
Mr. Nelson Boaz, the well known
tion to the Guild hale but tbe pence will go to Sandringham for the celeIllinois Central machinist, and bride
birthday
on
king's
the
bration
of
forewarned.
The general
have been
returned last night from the east
public may, however, be relied upon November 9.
after
a bridal tour, and today the
Another event of the month that President Roosevelt Starts on Long
Royalty to Meet In Great Britain and to give the grand-son of Queen Vicyoung machinist returned to work to
attics
together
many
ro)
bring
will
hearty
welcome.
toria
a
Journey
Ballot
in
to
Cast
His
Entertaitttttent Will Be Nlie4receive congratulations of his many
The anarchists are never active in Is the wedding of Don Canoe, of
New York.
Mika-at.
friends,
His marriage was an elopeOrLouise,
of
England, but to make it doubly sure Spain, and Princess
and companions here
Cairo,
ment
to
the Soho quarter of the city, their leans, which takes place at Wood
had no opportunity before to extend
refuge in England, is being closely Norton, the English home of the duke
GATE. congratulations.
IN
GOLDEN
WHAT IS ITS SIGNIFICANCE.? watched by English and foreign de- of Orleans, the head of the Bourbon- OUTLOOK
tectives, and the whereabouts of all Orleans family.
The. Illinois Central shops this
The king and queen of Spain, the
dangerous persons already is known
morning were running, but pent-up
to Scotland Yard and their move- queen of Portugal, and the duke an
Washington, Nov. 5.—The elec- excitement was in evidence. Every
London, Nov, 5_—Englan4-Itt-to be Meets - WM be followed.
duchess of Aosta Will all be present
tions in thirteen states may develop one wanted to know how his favorite
for
invided by royalty during the month
at the ceremony and receptions,
Landing to Be Intpressive.
some indication of possible tenden- candidate was getting along. Probof November, The German emperor
As is the usual course for the ar- which elaborate arrangements are cies in the national campaign next ably never before in the history of
being
made.
and empress, who, it is said, will be rival of foreign sovereigns, the emyear. The tact that the contests af- the city has an election attracted such
accompanied by the imperial chan- peror and empress will land at Portsfecting
the
national_ congress are attention. It promises to be con
MANY LIVES
cellor, Prince von Beulow, and to mouth, where they will be welcomed
promised in but a few instances, has spicuous' for the biggest vote eve:
Whose visit some political signifi- by the prince of %Vales and the duke
had a somewhat deterring influence, polled in a local municipal election
May Have Been Lost Off New Found.
Once is attached, .witl arrive here of Cbnnalight.
but the more astute political forecaeland.
November 11. They will spend %
The approach to the landing stage
teis expect to find some signs which
Mr. Robert Trentham, clerk in the
week as guests of King Edward and will be through lines of British menwill be significant, if not determina- Paducah Illinois Central round house
St. Johns, N. F., Nov. 5.—It is
Queen Alexandra at Windsor castle, of-war, Adtniral Lord Charles Berestive.
has resigend and tomorrow will go
which has been considerably altered ford having been ordered to take tha feared that many lives were lost in
There are ten general state elec- to work in the machine shops to
New
gales. Three
and improved for their reception.
channel fleet to Spithead to greet recent heavy
tions. The keenest interest centers learn the trade of machinist. He will
A series of most elaborate enter- Emperor William, who is an honor- Foundland fishing schooners are miss in New York
City, Cleveland, Sae be succeeded by Mr. James Mulvin.
vessels
belongFrench
four
and
ing
tainments has been arranged, includ- ary admiral .of the British navy.
Francisco and Salt Lake City.
banking
fleet
Pierre
ing
to
the
St.
ing theatrical performances and a Three divisions of the home fleet will
In New York the struggle bet
Donnigan, assistant
Mr. Owen
great state banquet, at whieh the Ger- also be present, making in all a con- have not reported. Wreckage washed i
Tammanyand the Fusion is rega
Illinois Central
h
Ile
ashore indicates that the schooner
man emperor will meet many of the siderable naval display.
as of vast significance, and most •
o und house, has • ep succeeded by
a
crew
l
carried
lost.
She
Chien
was
leaders of Great Britain's social ana
The visitors will proceed directly
the wagers turn upon the outcome of Mr. Ed Elliott. I) nragan has bepolitica: worlds, The banquet, if from Portsmouth to Windsor. They of 18 men, all' of whom are missing. that contest.
come a machinist apprentice.
plans do not miscarry, will surpass are to be accompanied, in addition The Orien was on her way home from
In splendor anything of the kind be- to Prince von Beulow or some Other a cod fishing trip on Grand Banks' Neat to the New York battle in
conptuelsatr n ter
Cleveland,s
e t comes the
municipal
oh Io
Both
Mr. Addison Franklin Page, trainfore attempted here, for in this, _ae representatives of the German for- when she encountered a storm which p
Master of Paducah district of the Illiin all other respects, King_Edward is eign office, by the chiefs of the en*. occurred ten days ago,
Burton and Johnson are personally nois Central, went to Central City
desirous of showng the greatest peror's three cabinets—military, civil
Mme. calve, who has 'arrived in known here, the former member of this morning on business.
honor to his nephew, in the hope of and naval—two aids de camp, the
forging another link in the chain minister of war. Lieut. Gen. von this country, will make an efort to the house of representatives, and the
which is to draw the two countries Eipam, who was Invited personally secure lance and bring a colony of interest is personal as well as politiAnother big job of steamboat work
aniong,cal.
closer together
by King Edward and the usual subor- the people of her country.
was brought to the Milo% Centre:
Thwart Socialistic Outbreaks.
, them peasant with Krowere, here with! Salt Lake deserves attention be- shops today because of the excellent
dinate suite
her with the hope of beyering their ,cause of the prominence of the Mor- blacksmithing in the - local shops.
The days will be spent by the emFour Kings Under One Roof.
peror and king Sr I * 1, • oier guests
The other roy al visitors are cone ' condition. She will settle them near mon question and San Francisco on The rubber shaft of the Dick Fowler
acount of the recent occurrences In Is being welded today and Blackin hunting in
at park, ing before the German sovereigns, her home in Califortria.
connection with the administration
smith W. G. Park is doing the job
of the affairs of that city,
‘11111•11•111111111111.111
,̀
In Massachusetts, Maryland, MisMr. Jesse Spinner. the Well known
sissippl, Rhode Island, Kentucky and Illinois Central engineer, is suffering
New Jersey governors are to be chos- from a sprained right ankle and will
en, and In all except New Jersey, full )
1,,_„ na 21'41 la ii/a.k_40i
stile 1-Veleta.
was running on the south end and at
In Virginia, New York, Pennsyl- Henning,-Tenn., stepped from his cab
vania and Nebraska, the elections
to receive orders. The station is
will be for inferior state ofierrs or keitik repaired and excavations for
for members of the legislature or poste were left unprotected. He
county offices.
Stepped into one of these postholes.
In all cases the results will he twisting his ankle. He managed to
carefully scanned here for signs ot stick to les engine until his run was
changes which may posibly bear on
• yen,
the more important general conflkt
in 1908.
an.=
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ELECTION MAY
INDICATE VIEWS

EMPEROR VISITS
ENGLAND'S KING

RAILROAD NOTES

OME bets are paid with a wheelbarrow ride,
Some with a drink and a cherry inside.

S

Some are paid with a I. 0. U.
And some with tens and fifteens.
But the BEST way to pay if yoN
fall by the way
Is to pay with a hat from Wallerstein's.

11

Ludlow Hats

Knox Hats
$500

$3.10

Stetson Hats
and $5

•••••••••••••••

tsif..N5 yeo

IT ILPS
BOIS DOTI, 81040507
a"emo
L$ IA

(J) 1668

SUBSCRIBE FOR ThE SUN—TEN CENTS A WEEK

4'

Do Your Shopping With

CASHIER'S CHECKS

111111M1M6

Frisco Outlook.
San Francisco, Nov. 5.—The
important municipal campaign in t
history of this city ciesed last nig
in a mass meeting, pkrading and r. ;
lights.
1
Interest centers M contests for
mayor and district attorney. For the
first named office there are thre
candidates—Edward E. Taylor, O.
present incumbent and nominee of
the democrats and good governmer•
conventions; Daniel A. Ryan, rep 1
lican: P. H. McCarthy, union tab,
For prosecuting attorney Willi.
H. Langdon, the incumbent, a
Democratic, Republican and ge
government league nominee, is 0
Posed by Frank McGowan, the c,,
didate of the unionconsidei
labor arty
The result of the rote n diatr
attorney will have
ble eff,
on the "graft" prosecution, which,
the event of the election of Langde
will, it is asserted, continue on ti, _
present lines.

Read the Proposition Below; It Means
$1.05 to You for Every Dollar Spent
With These Merchants. .*
•
the undersigned merchants, agree to allow five
W E,per
cent discount on all purchases made of us,
and paid for at the time of purchase with cashier's
check'. on any of the Paducah banks until further notice.
Signed :
DY PHILLIPS & Co.

yePHERSON DRUG STORE.
WEILLE & SON.

ILLF:ItSTEIN BROS.
1GEI. &

WILL J..611.11ERT I1RUG STORE.

GLoRGE ROCK SHOE S70.
.1. L. WOLFE.

PURCELL & THOMP84ON.
ROY L. CULLEY & COO.

It. W. WALKER & CO.

J. W. GRAVES & SON.

ELI. GUTHRIE & 00.

HANK BROS.

F. N. GARDNER, JR.. 00.

I.

GULLETT & CO.

Nebraska Campaign Ends,
Lincoln, Neb., Nov. 5.—A Republican rally in Lincoln, addressed by
Governor Sheldon, Senator 13,.
and the county candidates. C]os,, ,
local campaign.
Other meetings,
were held over the state, Bryan making his final speech at Oscels, Polk,
county, in the interest of the Demo- 1
cratic ticket,

All merchants will honor cashier's checks for their
face value and are gild to get them, but the above merchants will allow you five 'cents more on every dollar's
worth of merchandise bought of them and paid for in
cashier's checks on Paducah's banks.

Old
Homestead
Horehound
Drops

Wins in a Walk
I N fact, the American Qentleman wins ia
any walk of life. Tilt man who demands long-wearing qualities likes it because
it has the gpods behrnd it --the honest materials of which it is made make it answer
his every requirement. If it's style a man is
seeking, he need go no further than the
trim, clean-cut lines of

EVERYBODY

KNOWS
there is nothing in tbe
world which so quickly relieves a cough as the oldfashioned shuon pure horehound drop The Old II imestead formula hall been tested
and tried out on Innumerable coughs. It will be good
for yours.

The American Gmtleman Shoes

Generous
Package

5c
Gilbert's

Ak

The American Gentleman

President Goes to Vote.
Washington, Nov. 5.—Presid..:.•
Roosevelt began an eighteen he
Drug
railroad journey at 12:30 last nigl
:
vote
for the purpose of casting his
11 .
10 111..
his legal voting residence, Fish(' .

Store

$3.450,$4,$5.

1

Cashier's Checks accepted for full value in payment
of accounts of for purchase of merchandise.

Lendler 6 Lydon
Both Phones 675.
319 Broadway
We Carry the Union Store Card.

CASHIER'S CHECKS
$10.50 worth of
dise for . .
$5.25 worth of
dise for . .
$2.10 worth of
dise for . .
$1.05 worth of
dise for . .

merchan. $10.00
merchan. $5,00
merchan. $2.00
merchan. $1.00

AT A PREMIUM
We allow one. dollar and five cents on purchases or payments on accounts for every dollar of cashier's checks presented at our store.

Cole's Hot Blast Heaters

Banner Quality Ranges__

Cash or Credit

Cash or Credit
IN"'VOW...

MI

antral)Etion

S
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REPUBLICANS CARRY CITY AND
STATE; LARGE MAJORITIES,TOO
WILLSON SWEEPS KENTUCKY FROM END
TO END AND LOUISVILLE REPUDIATES
ANCIENT GANG RULE-THE MAJORITIES i
Tom B. McGregor Defeated for Legisla.
ture From Marshall-Lyon District
and Butler From Livings=
ton-Crittenden.
Tom Johnson Wins in Cleveland, and Massac County, Ill., Goes Dry----Results in Other States.

\
t
(

STATE OFFICERS-ELECT.
Governor-A. E. Willem,
Lieut, Gov.-W, H. Co‘.
Atty, Gen.--James Breathitt.
Auditor--Iermik B. J
Treasurer--Capt. File in Farley.
Secretary State-Dr. lien Bruner.
Superintendent of Public Instruction-J. S. ('rabbi'.
Commiesioner of Agrii•ulture--N.
0. Rankin.
Clerk of court of Aplicale-Napier
Adams.
Legislature--Etorene Gray 11.a,
CITY 01
0Ficellis.
Mayor
Jam, P. Smith.
toorney
Arthur V. Martin.
rreaeurer
John J. Dorian.
Clerk
\Lembo McIntyre.
Jailer
Salm Beadles.
las Aeeeesor
J. W. Orr.
Aildermen-Virgil
Barry It.
Batik, G. NI. Oehlechlueger, Jr., C.
II, thaniblin, W. T. Miller.
Councilmen-Eitel voted, C. C. Duvall; Second nard,
1•:. Young:
Tiard ward, C. L. Van Meter;
Fourth ward, rod Kreutzer; Fifth
ward, Crenk Mayer, .1. P. McCatty; Sixth startle W. L. Bower.
-Trueterie-i---FrrTif %yard, W. M.
Kartice: Seemed weed, W. J. Hills;
Thiel Ulltd, J. K. &indurate awl
II. S. Welle: Fourth wird, Dr.
C. G. %Varner and C. G. Kelly;
Fifth %% sled. I. 0. Walker; Shth
ward, J. C. Farley and Ed Morris.

JAMES P. SMITH ELECTED MAYOR, WITH
A REPUBLICAN GENERAL COUNCIL AND
SCHOOL BOARDE==THE SUCCESSFUL MEN
Every Precinct Shows Gains for Smith
and There Was No Doubt of Result
After Count of Straight Ballots
in the Booths.
Prof. George 0. McBroom Ran Ahead of Ticket in
County But is Defeated by Small Majority.

Smith lead his hiker. His vote was 2.331. Dorian ran second ort
New York. Nov. 6.-Eiection reHON. A. E. WILLSON,
the Republican ticket, with 2,267. Hank, with 2,168, lead the aide: men.
sults: Tammany elected, the county
Governor-Elect of Kentucky.
Duval, ,with 2.122, lead the counci
and judicial tickets.
JAMES P. SMITH,
Beadles with 2,294 lead the' Democratic ticket. Sherrill with 2,114
Slaws
Fsor_Llielmblican.-14-Zellausd reibe
latolueses fete
lead the Democratic aldermanie cane:le-Pa-and was eserrea.
the Next Four Years.
elected governor of New Jersey.
"Don't cheer, boys. Some of those poor devils are dying." said the
Guild. Republican., was elected govcaptain of the Texas after the battle of Santiago harbor.
ernor of Massachusetts.
voted early and was at the polls
With the cheers for the victors in yesterday's local fight, are mingled
Crothers, Democrat, is probably'
working like a Trojan all day. but regrets for those, who failed to make the goal.
elected governor of Mari teed.
went home eerie in the afternoon.
Bat ewes a famous victory.
Delaware is divided almost equally
With a few friends he received the
reeorge Lehnhard came so near acomplishing the impossible that Mato
on the local option. _
'returns Its rapidly, as they tame In Hee McIntyre didn't retire as early as usual !est night. and
Harlan GerHiggins, Democrat, was elected
last night mid at 10:30, when his fith didn't give up until this morning, while George
Andrecht cut the
governor of Rhode Island.
election seemed a certainty his house Democratic majority cruelly.
Nebraska went Republican by 12..% VINDICATION.
waa stormed by his admirers eager
In a vote that fell on'y 800 below the largest registration in the
000.
to congratulate Padueale, first Re- city of Paducah. the Republican ticket made
guns in every precinct, and
Taylor, Democratic good governThe Latest.
Metropol•A, ill.. Nev. 6.---(Special) ,
gOille time ago the Nt.ws-Benseubliean mayor.
the way the straight Repuulican ballots stood tip with the registration. in
Louisville. Nov C. C2 p.
-in- ment candidate, was elected mayor -Pdassac county
ncrat declared The Sun ens try•
went dry by S00.!
spite of the scratching, indicated th it the independents and many of the
dications at this time are that Will- of San Francisco, Langdon district the issue
lag to injure Supt. Caruagey by
carrying in every precinct.
Democrats were "taking theirs straight" yesterday.
son is elected by 20,41'1)0, and that all attorney. ,
The bond tisane of $35,000. of whales, saying
ntIght fare
•
The result shows that James P. Smith for mayor, John J. Dorian for
Tom .7ohneon won in Cleveland.
of the ticket wilt go in with him.
he
beard mot
$22.000 was to go toward wiping mitt
Janis/try shit"Ins4
only
city treasurer and Arthur Y. Martin for city attorney, went through
The anti-Mormon ticket as elect- the floating
The Republicans will have a majorOva members. who tick part in ;
debt and the reinaludes
with flying colors. The Democrats e'ected Maurice McIntyre city clerk.
ity In the lower hause of represents- ed in Salt Lake
for county
1.1••ction,
at the list of
bridges, was defeated.
.1. W. Orr city assessor and Sam Beadles city jailer. Eugene Graves mane._
Brand Whitlock was re-elected Mr.
Lives, but the Democrats win have a
trustees-elect, and yt:u aid find ,
Netty, of New Columbia. defeat
aged to pull through for legislature. hauging to the coat tails of the state
ballot, mayor of Tuiedo on the independent
joint
small majority
on
that be will ha i• eight !orange
ed A. E. McCammon, of Metropolis,
ticket. Oddly enough, the dry country districts gave him a majority.
wi,t4h probably aseurto Beckham ticket.
for commissioner, by 500 majority.11 fates on the board January 1.
while Paducah eupported Professor McBroom,
has saved his wealp. Ceriton, ReThat Is no reflection. it is mere
Both are Repuieicans. Metropole ,
publican, has defeated MeChord for
Burton's Defeat.
went 304 in favor of -closing the ( incident. nod is utothy ..f reCaptain Farley Happy.
Ipubliean and Democratic ranks. and
Washington, Nov. 6.-1n adminisrailroad commieeioner by a small
saloons; Brotikport went 101, are ; petition only in viteleatitni of
Captain Edwin Earley carried the l to every one of them is due the grate.
plurality, giving the Republicans two tration circles the Burton defeat In berme 91. This
Pref. '
will close 14 saloons 1The suirs 01..0-rt nth ii.
city by 169 votes, and when seen by tude of the successful men for their
rleveiand Is regarded as a coneider- in tl,
of the three.
Carnageyo. election hail nothing
• sounty.
One of the reddest incidents of the The Sun reporter this morning was hard, effective work. Frank !Wove%
able set back to the Taft boom. Bur.
to do with the pref.eut situation
eleetion eiok place yesterday, after in an unusually good humor, as could the genial hardworking secretary of
ton would have hardly made the race
Conn Lion Elected.
Loon, when a lot of enthusiasts led ihate been expected, "The election the committee, comes in, too. for a
6.-(Special)-Nov.
Murray, Ky..
had the president not acisised him to
- away tiy the optimistic tone of thel is indeed very gratifying to nue and I great meed of praise for the work he
1 .-Conn Linn, was elected senator from•
News-D'nexeaes first edition, began n'y heart is full of gratitude for threhas done. In charge of the details
Livingston-Calloway-Trigg-Lyon
the
In Illinois,
I
to offer odds of ; to 1 oil Harrison. I good people of Paducah -for the elite of the campaign be was ever tireless
New
York,
Chicago, Nov. 6.-At the first test
county district by 360 majority.
Nov. 6.- -1(aYni"a
Fortunately
for them. there were g:ven us in tilt" city," he said. "It end always sure of success,
Hitchcock
has
surrendered
to
thi
of the new local option law made in
Hager carries Calloway by 1,244.
few peeve, calm enough at that Sate was a great victory, indeed, and
Iiiinoie counties under township or- poace.
hour to coneider a bet- and they means that the people of Kentuckyi
McGregor is Defeated.
garteations, seven counties went onbhiffed the Smith raoaey off the are tired of the conditions that have
Benton, Ky.. Nov. 6.--(Special)- qualifiedly for prohibition and in
Again The -Sun demonstrafed that street.
&alerted and are for a new deal a!
Official returns elect Smith. Demos many former license strongholds. preIt is the NEWS paper of Paducab.
About 4 cecionk the Nt? R-1)C1130- proupd.crat, for representative over Tom illation forces were in a measure vieThe News-Democrat insulted the
and again it heti the biggest part of era t came out eel' e column bleek
eliGregor in the Marshall-Lyon dis-;torione The claim was made at mid
Mr. George Robertson was one of
independent
Denim rats in its latest
the election crowd at its office to re- headlines like thtse:
John K, Hendrick Leads.
night at headquarters of the Anti- the happiest men in the cit ytoday.
trict by 51 majority.
Ise,,'
-t
night
la
by saying that an
ceive the returtre.-and It was such HARRISON'S IMF:41'10N
Col. John K. Hendrick carried PeSaloon league at Springfield that in "That cold
storage
organization
negro votes was renatured crowd, everybody
a
good
ducah
by
116.
and
only
was
tnan
the
°Vmuting
(1.
IS
ASSI
BED
1111sixteen counties voting today 259 proved a wann proposition yesterday,
Butler Elected.
VOTING.
happy. and everybody sober. At Tab Kept on Ilse Balloting Indicate,/ on The st -ate ticket who did so. The sponsibic for Smith's election.- Here
Smithlard, I.. Note 5 (Special ) saloons had been forge out of bust. didn't it," he said. today. '"We told
the
returns
all
the
colonel was in Smith:and last night. is a careful study of just a fvw of the
from
6:30
county
That Ile Lead% the
--Butler, Republican, for legislature, ness and that 90 per cent of the terri- you Republicans last spring, after
precincts were in except cum, and
and today conceded the election .st precini•te in the city. admittedly Demeisicted in bleingstonsCrittenden des- tory affected had been brought into the printery, If you would nominate
,oeratic. where the white people preindicated Groves would come to town AS GOES NI 11-01:ALT1
- SO GOES the Menet:lean ticket.
"dry" territory. At Jacksoneille-7.12 Jim Smith we wined elect him by
trice
., dominate in great netubers. and
with a lead of slightly more than
-THE TICKET.
saloons were voted out and at Du- 250. and we have done it. The Rele- here the business men and wage
1044. and that looked ominous for
The
isr
I
e
al
reedy
have
a
n.
Quoi
sharp
where
fight
wa publicans know it, and give them due
a
CALLOWAY COUNTY.
learners constitute the chief hoste
the stab ticket. At Eel° the first yell comine to ;leen end
can take it
Murray, Nov. 5.-Calloway, coin- waged, the prohibitionists won by 21 credit, too."
I
mayor's race Was a whenever 1
report
the
on
North Side Court House, which
t
plete, gives Hager 2.051. Willson votes. In southern Illinois countlee
straw that indicated Smith was runregistered 136 more Democrats than
It wio ut.iquo
Nobody
Mr.
E.
knew
ever
E.
as
Bell,
Bell."
his
"Ed
towns
mining
exception
without
the
507. The proposition to issue $35.ning fine, with plenty
of reserve a newspaper befete to even
hazard -Calends call hint. is receiving more'Republicans, gave only 42 majority 000 bonds to build county court went "dry." The foltowing counties
speed. Galimates reported 'that on a prediction in an edition
that
ap- congratulations this morning thanl. for Harrison.
reported
prohibition
column
in
the
ai
house lost as did proposition to is- 1
the eteeight halloo> Willson
and iieared On tier eleeet just at the hour any- man
Savages, which gave the Democrats
in the city excepting only
Williamson,
HarUnion,
midnight:
infortuateon has been received by Smith were it ailing by more than
sue bonds for water and right plant
the count began. But that newspa- Mr. Smith, and -Flatly soetoo. for it; 32S _ majority on registratioti, re--Johnson, Maseru.. Morgan. Perry, Mr.
din,
C.
L. Diekerson, the liveryman. 100- in that precinct. and the wide
by five votes.
per calmly proceedol to ieetintate the was due in very great measure to the!turned te-rmtth majority of 49.
Pope. Puiaski, Scott, Wabash,- Cal- by which it is believed
that Hale cities knew
what that meitot,--a majority at 500 and give figures
Rogers. w•hich registerA1 3 n Dem.'
to tireless energy, the enthusiasm anti
houn, Cass, (except Beardstown).
Meneees the party -veho--FE.Peted- -a -SIM* and Will.eir-ntaterite-en
iopet-kna-?,••7- Throw -Beekhanslate Its assertion. _
reeourclefulteese be displayed at tieerye ocratir majwity, gave Harrieon only
check
'from
him
by
alleged frauds'. duvah. Then come the first termtepecial.1Louisviele, Nov. 6.
A groat deal of money changed stage of the campaign that such :LIM
Country at Large.
lent methods and afterwards left a plate returnee Chalk's reporting.
The ?atest returns from the state
Minch, on the mayor's rate,, and the big. vote was gotten out. He was
Berry's.. which gave a Democratic
New York. Nove 6.-fteturns frons horse
standing near the Union sta There Hatireon fill down 35 from boys
show that Willeon is elected by a
wei•e out early collecting their ably assisted by a great host of or,-I
tion,
where
he
has
was
Grinstead
found in an al- his aegletration
Smith
and
ran bets this morning. The independent thuslastic workers,
majority of 14,0•0.0.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
both in the Re-I
(Continue.: on Page Eightr"r moat remitted condition, will
be lo- ahead 5, h ICh was but another in- Democrats are reported to have
4.5tea in the city. liaising wens. M'e*sited. Malone was a collector for dication that things were running
Chord is in doubt, and it looks like cleaned up on the results between
the Collier Pnblishing compreo.
fine. Then, in quick succession the four and flee_thousand dollars. Most
he has lost.. The house is about
THE WEATHER.
precincts reported on the mayor's of the bets were even money but
evenly divided. The Demeerats may
race, and everyone Indicated Smith sante Democrats, more eenttrmeiastte
have a majority of one or two. The
1
running aweyeattead. Such i)erno- than wise, bet odds of two to ome.
Penate ehows a majority of Demo•
era* precincts as Berrya. showing a The News-Democrat
crats. Beekbam'e election to 'the'
be credited
Democratic defection of 128. Hen nr- by FORK' of the Derneerats with the I_
••••••••••
senate apparently is Immured, unless
St.
Louis,
Nov.
6.-Wheat
s
99;
Side
76,
DemoNorth
Savage's
berger's
defeated
49,
an effort is made by
Mayor-Elect James P. Smith was appealed. I -know whose votes electreeponsibility of leading them astray,
corn, 63'; oats, 41i YE.
Court -House 941. These wards, are After last night's fooilsh report that tired and happy this morping. In hlie ed me. Those votes-were
crats to throw him dawn. .
red\
Democratic
the homes of the bus4nese men, and all. indications
Pointed to llareleon characteristic way he did not forget,ae vice as Republican. I feel honthat
indicated
Maytir.
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and
Elect
earners,
the
wage
carrying the city by over 400, eome this election means business, and hT
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r dbywintihy the confidence reposed mb iint
Taylor Will Return.
Elmira, N. Y., Nov. G.-Sherman the solid nem!, of the rites woreenssee- deTeded DErankL
.at9
Leuisville, Nov. C.-Friends of W.
. were keen in makes this statement:
fellow
fecw
submit
Moreland. Repitblican. for assembly, the RepublMfl-ns and Smith was not their geerch for money and readily
"It is with a feeling of the re. to the will of the people; but I do
S. Taylor and Charles Finley say they
been
'has
()eaten.
denied,
Eight
Democrat::
to
be
found their money covered. One bet sponsibility of the undertaking more mit excuse them as having done their
will return to the state for trial.
tout of twelve are elected to the corn'
Conservative as It has been in its of $150 to $10 on Harrison
was than onei of elation that comes over full duty, yet. They have placed me
Both have been in exile.
!mon cotincil. Sheean, Democrat, is claim through ibis eampaign. The
as late as 8 o'clock, and In me in the first flush of the victory.lin authority. They have elected a
'elected mayor. The Democrats elect- sun did net claim Smith's election! about 30 minutes that man's pipe I do, not regard the election in the'generai council in
Cincinnati Goes Republican.
sympathy with me.
led the district attorney by 700 votes, until 10 o'clock, although every
went out and he felt himself touched light of a personal triumph. I did But those good citizens, sato have
a deCincinnati, 0., Nov. 6
dietitian long before that hour wrist for $150. Of course he is grateful not seek office for the sake of the elected me, must turn in and assist
cisive vote the people of the city of
Adams Jury rtympleted.
that. he would go in by at least, 110,! to the News-Democrat.
office. I accepted the nomination me in making the administration a
Cincinnati decided to return to Re-'
Rathdrum, Idaho. Nov. 6.--The At DI: 30. however. The Bun caleed
only after I was convinced that some success, promoting the intereets ot
publican rule. Late returns, that are.
Jury for the trial of Steve Adams, for Mr. Smith over the phone and
RS. JANE HURRAH() DIES
one had to sacrifice his personal In- our beloved city, and giving our penvery s)Ow in being brought to the,
charged with the murder of Fred congratulated bim on his eleetion,
AS RESULT OF' INJURIES. teresta and inc inations for public pie the beet government. in our
board of elections, indicate that Col.l
tiewerthaisedweerbeette--etieweefteemeslietwentert-r---vrer-ranwrirnirrttreeriwyr
p , reaffiTm Owe,
Mrs. Jane Ilubtiord: (11 years old, Hutt one must ben).'.. 1 restive thint promise I made before the electioiye.
the °Mei. gave 111111 throe am -h nouscandidate for mayor. has received !
Tellies (*minty.
oeee ean- who felt last Friday and broke he. at times certain ones are particular- I shall not allow any consideration.
lug cheere ae ,•rebeliti
The! •
about 45,900 of the votes (net
Cadiz, Ky
Noy. e. ( Special.')
'toe
deesete in esilloote ever reeelved.
leg, died this morning at her horn-. !seri fir ti,•eitl!tr' Impren,424,,_4,tr.Trr
total vote- will approximate
aftlies ot.eitizenship.iiwitiwnw
rVePt pftfirr.s
inerit.Trrt
t tev041:
0
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i- in -_ur
mi
y....oryT
isp.,regeired the sretuensteaLiell.4- •
ratic Ma=
"
11 4"
jortty. of 60.
tempi-texture.
iiuii'i 1: Outage
bee heme on Wee/1114ton etreet. He semi, Samuel Hubbard, of-Loulavele. ;
know to Whose eimport I a husinfts administration."
nhOnt 6,000.
Louisville, Ky., Nov. 6.--Oloon I-Latest reports show Willson's majority 12.000. (sassing is surely a
stoner for retiree/. comrnissietnere
Beckham says the legislature is surely Democratic. "I ant confident of
entitling and regret the defeat of the
state ticket," he said.
Hager carries by reduced majorities: The First. Second, Fourth.
Sixth, Seventh, Eighth and Tenth
dist rites.
• Willson carries:
Third, Fifth,
Ninth and Eleventh-districts.
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The Winners
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SUN SHOWS ITSELF
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WHO ELECTED SMITH
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THE MEN WHO WORKED

MAY LOCATE MALONE

Grain Market.
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What the Mayor-Elect Has to Say
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Hospitals in our great cities are sad places to visit.
Three-fourths of the patients lying on those snow White beds are women and girls.
Why should this be the case? Because they have neglected themselves.
at the left or right of Side, nervous exhaustion, pain
Every one of these patients had plenty of warning in those dragging sensations, pain
in the small of the back; all of which are indications of an unhealthy condition.
to go to the hospital and submit to an examination and possiDo not drag along at home or in your place of employment until you are obliged
signified themselves by danger' signals, and remember that
ble operation. Build up the feminine system, remove the derangements which have
has saved many women from the hospital. Read the letters here published
7
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, made from native roots and herbs,
with
by a faithful reliance on Mrs. Pinkham's advice and consistent treatment
with the full consent of the writers, and see how they escaped -operations

Mrs. Perry Byers, of Mt. Pleasant. Iowa, writes:
and that I would
Deer Mrs. I-Inkhorn:—"I was told by my ph y sician that I had a Ebroid tumor
and took T. dia E.
have to be operated upon. I wrote to you for advice, which I followed caret:illy
female troubles, and
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. I am not only cured of the tumor but other
can do on my own work after Light years of suffering.*
Miss Rose Moore, 307 W.26th St., New York. writes:
very
Door Mrs. Pirahom :—'• Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has cured me of the
inworst form of female trouble and I wish to express to you my deepest gratitude. I suffered
family.
tensely for two years so that I was unable to attend to my duties and was a burden thi my
operation which
I doctored and doctored with only temporary relief and constantly objecting to an
cured we
I was advised to undergo. I decided to try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound; it
of the terrible trouble and I 141 now in better health than I have been for many years."
This sod ether we mem Meek.lessemp ewe womb try tygia I. Plaktasn's %gobble Coveried before she minlIsto se wages.

Mrs. Pinkham's Standing Invitation to Women
promptly
Women suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to
given,
symptoms
the
From
communicate with Mrs. Pinkham:at Lynn, Mass.
the trouble may be located, and helpful advice sent absolutely free.
COMPOUND, made from Native
LYDIA E. PINKIIAWS VEGETABLE
of the new Pure Food and
conditions
all
with
comiqies
Roots arid Herbs,
Drugs Laver/ sad is so guaranteed.

pavements on Fourth lareet-from
, and bearing her name. Norton street to Husbands street.
!
famous novel, "The New Magdalen," led up to with rare skill. While thel her passe
but the new version is entirely apart 'heme of the play may be familiar to, The girl recovers and follows Hester The contract was that of Geo. Weikel
many playgoers and readers, yet thel to England. The rest of the play who will at once begin collection of
from those in which Ada Cavendish
treatment and dialogue are both new,concerns the battle between the two the estimates. Work on getting them
I
and (':ara Morris scored their great. and brilliant, Among the changes ib women for supfernacy, and the final
•riumphs. In their play Messrs. Man- the laying of the locale of the play, victory over herself won by Hewer. out had been delayed.
ners and NII::er have told a more prologue in South Africa during the,I
The piece is an cane' reproduction
Pale Delicate Women and Girls.
skil:ful and probable story than has Boer war and the bringing the re- of the New York production and is
' ever been presented before, and tha mainder of the novel up to the pres- presented by a stroLg cat.t, of capable Thu Old Standard (-MOVE'S TASTEI LESS CHILL TONIC drives out maIn one of the Il'"'' Ii""'''4 "1"1 i piece scored such a tremendous hit
players.
laria and builds up the system. For
truest dramatic offerings seen on the that it ran in New York for a whole ent date.
The story of the play revolves
grown people and children, 50c•
American stage in man: a day:I, season and at the same time made
pround Hester Trcnt, later called Headaches and Neuralgia From Colds
•Zira," the talented young I'l
i)ti°1131 Margaret Anglin famous. It has
'
actress, Mabel Montgonicry, will be , wonderfully strong clhnimes that are Zira, portrayed •by Miss Montgomery.:LAXATIVE BROM() Quinine. the
REVIVAL
_
s aorld wide_Cold and--Grl-p remedy -reseen at The Kentucky November 7. 41-1-everte-tertruttett together and Inter- She is.the 11F1CillII—OLEn IIIC‘Prn
2,34i)—CON'VERSIONs
Wi
"Zira" is the work of J. liartb, I woven in a story of intense interest. lover and ne'er do well father, ;um, moves cause. Call for full name.
Manners and Henry Miller, and n- iThe lines are penned with a strong Is in South Africa serving as a nurse, Look for signature E. W. Grove. 25c.
Geleeburg, lie. Nov. 6 —The flu ,
she tries to
, i 1 ,rfl and the strong situations are in the Red Cross, where
based on in :,-!,'Uts in Wilkie e
weeks' revival services by ,Rev. WI
bury her past by' noble deeds. Ruth.
Ham A. (Billy) Sunday closed 1.
Wilding. another young English wonight with 2,3PO convert*
her
in
aid
for
her
to
man, appeals
the record for all re'.
breaks
anxiety to get through the lines, and
here. A free-wilt offering of $
for England. There she is to be
was given Mr. Sunday and his aaeomet by relatives, with whom she Is ,
and Clark Carr, former minelates,
Heiter
to make her future home.
ACCEPTS WORK DONE BY CONister to Denmark, led off with $10.0.
reveale,
and
her,
for
passes
the
gets
KATTERJOHN,
TRACTOlt,
night,
and
day
Open
Is now open in new quarters
Among the converts are Sheriff R.
her name. Ruth Wildinf; had been'
G. Mathews. W. F. Boyce, county enthe bosom friend of the wife of the
perintendent of whoole; -Leroy Marsh
man who betrayed her and who bad
FRAGRANCE AND LUXURY
'dragged her through the courts, and ;Other Street and S,1114.%Naik Work Cone a promlnerst horse dealer; Alderman
Harry Griffiths, M. D. Sweeney, the
el.lered By Department—Home
:he announces her intention of ex-:
at low prices. We offer the finest
contractor who built the tabernacle:
of Friendless.
Before she can carry
Hester.
posing
smokers requisites that experience
Lester E. Lawrence, jeweler, and E
out her threat she Is wounded by a
can select. NVe carry the leading and
A. Tate, editor' of Labor News.
. !..be:1 and apparemtly killed. Quirkl..
most popular brands of smoking toScores of railrOad men were conchanges clothes with her, tale.
bacco. Imported and domestic cigars
d of public works accept- verted,
togboar
outer garments and mourn, ing her
• that are regarded by experts as the
Ina veil, and departs for England on I ed work done by Contractor George
finest on the market. A large and
Katterjohn in improving pavements
Abruzzi Denies He Is Engaged.
choice line of French briar and
Turin, Nov. 6.=-The duke of Abon Fountain avenue from Broadway
Sets,
Smoking
Meerschaum Pipes,
to
:n,e.
Jeffersonstreet yesterday after- ruzzi denies the report that he is enPouches, etc.
noon. Other work was chiefly rou- gaged to be married to Miss Kett's.
ine Elkiins, daughter of Sena,
THE SMOKE HOUSE.
On the contract for sidewalk im- Stephen B. Elkins. He is reported
=I! Broadway.
provements on Broadway from Fif- be most annoyed at the prevalenee
teenth to Twenty-fffth street, the of this rumor.

THEATRICAL NOTES

B. P. W

PAGEMTyAdIJRANT

Keep Posted!
World's happenings, State, National and Foreign,
Markets, Sports, Etc. The following papers delivered each day. No extra charge for delivery.
L.,u1sville 'I lilies
St. Letiis Reputlic
Chicai.e, Examiner
Ch ic,igo 'Tribune
'['hr Globe-Democrat
American
The Pest-Iiispatch
Cinci omit i Enquirer
The News-Schnitar
Chicago Daily News
The Star-Chronicle

The Courier-Journal
The Cornmercial-Appeal
The Record•Herald

JOHN WILHELM, Local Circulator
Regi%ter Office, 523 Broadway
.40111MERVW18/11111/1117ETWINWINIfinfu

The Home
Magazine
NoVember
Issue
Just Out

This splendid magazine which
THE SIN is giving away

ABSOLUTELY FREE
Is [Inv:
r t..led to be one of
tie lfrest. pub.islied. The November issue is just in, and if
you want It phone :VP' at once

THE SUN
Paducah's Best Paper

board took no action. The work was
reported ready for acceptance, but a
few repairs were to bob made, and the
board deferred acceptance until repairs are made.
City Engineer L. A. Washingten
was directed to notify Contractor E.
C. Terrell that he had not spread
nough gravel on South Nineteenth
,treet from
Broadway to Guthrie
axenue, and until he meets with requ:reinents of the contract, the work
would not be accepted.
The matter of connecting the Home
of the Friendless with sanitary sewerage was deferred. The home
outside the sewerage district, but .
willing to stand the expense. Ti..
.::s_ytaelle.gineer does not approve of th,,
•Ize of piu
n!
the home proposes t ,,

,:

; in a fts

were

handed

in

' fainted, the pallbeartes and friends
1VOLAN CMII,›; TO LIFE IN
COFFIN; PASTOR FAINTS. j fled from the room, and only the husband remained to assist Mrs. lic.rzell
Monterey, Mex., Nov. G.-11Xliile from the box which had iso nearly
the minieter of her church was pro- proved her tomb.
nounciug funeral eerviees over the
Several days ago Mrs. Harrell faint
suppoyed dead body of Mrs Fred ed and was pronounced dead by sovliarzoll, of this city, the woman•stir- eral physicians. With the exception
rod, sighed and then sat up in the of a slight weakness and an unneturcoffin, to the astonishment of the reb al pallor. she seems none the worse
attves and friends. The
minister for her remarkable experience.

Leading

JOHN SCOTT
5c Cdistributed
IGAR,istr

Stands

M. LIVINGSTON

For Sale
at all

$1.50, $1.00, 75c, 50c and 25c.
•
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NINE SUMMERS OLD
As the Government Stzmp will indicate. Purity of the

Early Times
,
RUBBER STAMP,

And

Jack Beam

A r e bus i new systemizers,
time savers and office necessities to the real business man.

Prices Right.

Is unquestioned for the sideboard
and medicinal purposes, and you can
not secure anything superior. Sold
most everywhere.

The Diamond Stamp Works
115 S. Third St .Pholes 353.

f „

ZIRA

Seats on Sale Tuesday, .9. a. in.

•

—

by J. Hartley Manners
The Kentucky
and
Henry
Miller
with
Thursday
Mabel Montgomery
November
And Cast of Carefully Selected Players
Miss Montgomery is surrounded by a well balanced company and a finished performance
of one of the most sucessful plays of the past
season will be presented---a play that made the
reputation of Mr. Manners arid Mr. Miller as
ptaywdrgTh PThW ThEatireNW
York Success.

x1

Miss Montgomery is rapidly? becoming known
as one of the leading emotional actresses of today. Her work in Zaza was compared most
favorably with that of Leslie Carter and she is
making a most worthy successor to Margaret
Anglin in the magnificent role afforded her in
Zir2--- Read....the... APtlausiastic zotices_
Miss Montgomery in the Louisville, St. Louis
and Memphis papers.

Z I INZA
PRESS OPINIONS!
Will run another year.---New York
Journal.
Is the dramatic hit of recent years.
---New York World.
Broadway has another success.--New York Herald.
The Princess Theatre will not be
-abfe:to -hotristfre- crowds.—New
York Sun.

MINE WORKERS

%ND OPERATORS HAVE APPAR- WILL NOT RE CHANGED
BY THE
fLY GOTTEN TOGEYTHER.
LOWER }MUSE.

S

OME bets are patd with a wheel. barrow ride,
Some with a drink and a cherry insidt..

Made in New York

, Joint Meeting Held at Which Situa. Refuse to Concur in
Amendments
tionWas Amicably Discussed
Offered By the senate---Iiill
By Them.
Will Cu Hack.

Some are paid with:a i. 0. U.
And s;me with
and fifteens,
'
t*
Bat the BEST rt.,i,y to -pay if yolc _
fall hy the tt.,4y

%*

PRIMARY BILL

HERE is a Style and Swing to the
real New Yorker that you can't mistake."
It's his clothes."
We sell New York Clothes made by the
Airmic
best tailors in New
""‘"`'• York.
TI
• AEW YoRK
For more than
a third of a century Alfred Benjamin Sr Co.
have been making Fashionable Clothes for
Fashionable New -Yorkers.

"T

Chicago, Nov. G.—.Measures whie.h
Springfield, Ill.. Nov. G.—Repro
it Is believed will prevent further tentative Cicero J.
'Aridly, chairman
difficulties between the mine workers of the Republican
Is to pay with a hat from Wallerstein's.
steering commitand employers growing out of the tee -of the hottoe
predicts that the
temporary scarcity of currency with provision ter the
selection of .party
which to meet eayrolls, such as has committeemen at
the primaries,
resulted in the cessation of work ill stricken out by the
senate. will be
some mines in the Danviile district, restored to the
Og:esby primary elecwere adopted today at a joint meetin gof offlieals of the United Mine u!ni
'iio
'
lbilfla
. r as I am concerned:: said
Workers of Illinois and member:: of Mr. Lindly,
will under no circumthe Illinois Coal Operators' associa- stances vote' for
a bill that makes no
tion. The operators commended the lmovision for
the selection by a priaction of the mine workers' officials mary vote
of party committeemen
in sending out a circular letter to the If the voters are
to be empowered
members of the union advising them to nominate
candidates for public
to accept checks for the time being. offices, from
governor all the way
the recommendation being made on down the list,
why shouldn't they be
the assurance by the companies that allowed to
name the men who are to
where it has been the practice to pay manage,
the party affairs? I believe
In cash, the payment in checks was that
a great majors% Of the members
323 Broadway
resorted to only after every effort to of the house
will take the same view
secure currency had been exhausted. of the
matter.
HIGH COURT DENIES Willi.
and that the resumption- of currency
"As to convention,, I favor a preconvert to the Roman Catholic faith
Get What You Ask For.
payment will be made at the earliest vision
requiring tie. holding of a::
and his marriage has been accepted
Order of French Beach for Northern possible moment.
There are many reasons why yol
conventio
ns
after,
as
legally
valid by Miss Maloney's ask
rather than beIllinois Made Final.
The following recommendations fore,
for advertised articks, but &beer
the prlmare family. The pope in said to have re- lutely
If we are to
none Why you should let a
were fornm'ated and sent to mem- allow
the precinct. county and state 4
fused to annul the marriage.
Washington, D.
Nov 6.—The bers of the Coal Operators' associaDIES AT 110ME OF HER BROTHsubstituting dealer palm off somecommittee
to
be
MTS.
teeth;
Maloney
ENDs
I
up
\
has been so prostrat- thing which he claims
petition of lames Hamilton Let is. tion: -That
in the old I
el.ITV l\ 1.FNINGER IN THE COUNTY.
to be "just 311
the operators get into way, and
then let
ed by he events of the last few
committee call
I \t.". I 4te
of Cheago, for a writ of certriorarl. communication
good" or "better" or "the same
with the merchants conventions
when. %,•:- they choose,
that the has had to go to a sanitari- thing" as the,
bringing to the out reme court of the
article you requested.
and business; men. baukeN and every- we will
And that the trimar • law will
um in Philadelphia, believed to be
United State:: the case of leftnnuel body concerned
The adveitlaed
article
must of
in the pay of miners, be far from
effectee
Dr. S. Weir Slitchell's private hotpot- necessity be of the highest
Was WidoW of Coroner Peal and Peck and others. involvinr the bonds with a
as a means for
quality.
view to arranging that such exp!ea_sing
Patrolman
ittid
(4findidate for Connthe
The presence In Philadelph:a of t'ersise It could not be successful:y
Formerly Lived in This City
pf the water company of Alton,
• :.
checks as It may be necessary to use
cil and son Engage in Seiious
"The prImar:es are to be held In
(.:ther Mr hIaione or his daughter old and the advertising continued.
was Relay denied by the suereme In paying
• • • —Her Death. shall be accepted at their April.
Ron.
Suppose the bosses having
I is authoritatively dented, though
court of the United States
The buying public recognizes the
In this full face N'alus, either In credit, or
decided that certain men shall be
their arrivel is expected hourly.
case the federal court issued an orsupe-or quality of advertised arttelet,
in money, where the local bankers or nominated
for office., call 'a conven_
Mrs. Lucy C. Peal, aged GI years, der for the imprisonment of Lewis merchants are able to honor
re substitutor realizes that fact and
the same
• (1.1) CONFF:DEReTE
died laet night at 7:30 o'clock at the for you I inpt of court, be: dietelieed In money: that the operators use tion in March. The convention will
tries to sell Inferior goods on the adLexington.
Ky.,
Nov.
6,—Follow
make
a
up
slate: P %till recommend
soLimi.31 i tit-HIED, v.•ris-ar
heme of her brother, Mr. Henry it UpOt him compliance wieh its de- their influeneet with influential
re_qutat.on.
lug an election day arrest here yesmem- that certain
candidates be supporVel
Childress. in the county, from the mand. The action of trt, supreme bers of ltheal torten with
proecct Yourself By Refusing Substi.
a view to at the
terday afternoon, C:yde Campbell
primaries. Such an action
effects of paralysis. the second stroke court -1 ! have the effec!
Ll.!k:ng eecurine
lutes.
the co-operation, not only will
I.
t.
give the men so se'ected a great was killed, Patro'rnan Michel Murm which she suffered two weeks ago. final the order of the Unite.1 ;twos with the miners, but
with local mer- advantage
phy probably fatally wounded, Par
rat!,
.
. Such a system wit: bring
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Chile Parlor

Chile Con Carne
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For the small rooms
these chilly mornings
use the smokeless,
odorless heater .6

Do Your Shopping With

CASHIER'S CHECKS

A

Read the Proposition Below; It Means
$1.05 to You for Every Dollar Spent
With These Merchants. .* •

the undersigned merchants, agree to allow five
W E,per
cent discount on all purchases made of us,

L.

1.1.1..1:sTE:N BROS.
\ WE). & MEYER. ,
OPORGE ROCK SHOE CO.
J. 1.. WOLFE.
It. W. WALKER & CO.
ELL GUTHRIE & CO.
F. N. GARDNER, JR., (0.
MRS. C.
tef

1

and paid for at the time of purchase with cashier's
check!. on any of the Paducah banks until further notice.
Signre

w.ciiltARDY.

I:. le1-71e1.1-: e: SON.
Wii 1. .1. Willi-la DRUG STORE.
1
& THOMPSON.
len
(1."1.T.F.1 & CCO.
J. W. GE IVES & SON.
H.1N1. BROS.
U. G. GULLETT & CO.
(I4:4). 0. HART & SON.

All merchants will honor cashier's checks for their
face vaitik; and are gild to get them, but the above merchants will allow you five cents rhore on every dollar's
worth of merchandise bought of them and paid for in
cashier's checks on Paducah's banks.
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NO TRADE CHECKS
We will accept Cashier's Checks
from any local bank or trust company as cash in payment of accounts or for merchandise.
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We issue no trade checks, but will give you cash
and Cashier's Checks for your trade.
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Special Selling on Our Second Floor Thursday—
,
Suits, Jackets, Coats, Rugs and Lace Curtattis
771ZSTOZ
CUP rn PZCAPLIO

Harahan Gives Hie Vet sioris
of the l'oetro‘ era,/

Union Pacific Will Stenly Vote It.
Stock: Deposaell Preattlent Ila.
No Nlajority.

OF INJUNCTiun

Ladies' and Misses' Coats and Jackets

Assortment of Wool Art Squares

Ladies' and Misses' Long Coats, black and c lors, well trimmed,
nicely tailored, good qua!ity of cloth, full !, ngths and a
good all around coat ._
INGUY
•

WI have a splendid assortment of Wool Art Sqviares These goods
are made of the hest quality woolens with borders all round /and

eL fin

New Orleans, La., Nov. C.- I
dent J. T. Harahan. 1 ,1
Central. whn rearhed it
di •

no seams

They are dandy for any room
spec.'sl har

Other Coats and Jackets, the newest to be 'had and of materials
that are popular; imitation fur, broadelotn. fanny mixtures and
velvet, in endless varieties__ .$10, $12.50, $15 and up

Prohibit the voting o: the
Cent.
stock, which Is tempora ,
jeohnated from being voted and
ferentially that the Harrinne
will be triumphant at the
annual meeting on Deceinne: IS. a!
Harahan geld:
"We have no fear of ti..• i! Jun
teen suit I am Hoe a Inveye!
attorneys have examined ti
tno-onghly and he:.eve ha
!neither law nor
CAT prevent a
in Utah voting ti..' i. i
us!
runrcad corporailon in I
a tare It is being don •
Ann men, too. iv ••:101:
noted that nent of the
R1011.. Lim

ftedtested1.-"krr.'2os'...dIrdIril

MG013113

WILL BE DOWNED

HAS NO FEAR

rslrikrkrtf•tpdledtr.:rd'e.e.'tra"Ir.
qrJ2r•Wriob

$5.50

7 te z9 feet
9z12 feet
9x104 fret

Tailored Suits

13.50

7.75

12x15 tea__

15.00

values; we offer at.
Lot NJ 2—White, Cream and Arab, N:ittingham,
special ....._

75c

$1100

offer at

S1.25

No 4 -Two tone Nottingham. best value we tver
offered,
.......
.Q21
14.4 No 5—Swiss with hattenherg trimmings, a dandy
new curtain; while they last
These curtains are specially priced at d will not remain on sale but a
Lot

We are making a very speeial price on ladit

and children's Rain
Ladies' Cravenettes that were worth 115

$1.00

$8.50 and $15

$2.50

Children's Rain Coats that, were worth $3.50

at

Lot No 8—Arab, Nottingham, a splerdid value; we will

Ladies' and Children's Rain Coats
and $25, go tn.

$ 9.00

12x13's

At special low prices from our immense stock.
L it No. 1—White. Creatn and Arab, Nottingham; splendid

rE. nn

Coats for Thunulay.

9:12 feet..

6.75

Lace Curtains

$15 $ 1 7.50. $25 and up

We "an offer von for Thursday a lot oi the modal Panama new
trimmed Taihred Skirts that we have had torch a run tin, but Nan t
say how long they will last at the same :ald quick selling
price

Menial Life
oth. i erporatione both rail, in I and
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Mr. F.sti at realm's , n
nilneious to th,•
rf
•ener 19ee. tin ,
In.roi, Central aid af•!....
s‘sni•runc .•

We hittr them at the

prices:

We have made up a few/more of these Rugs and will sell them
Remnant Prices.

Tailored Skirts

•I•

at

Room Size Rugs Made of Remnants of CArpk-is
.
in Brussels, Velvet and Axminister

Our assortment of Taileted Suits is without precedent, for we can
show the greatest variety and best values that's possible to be had
in the eity. Suits that are new awl poonli.range

els

stein time. Ti ey are 3 and 3% yards.
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- o-made the overture, and
from
Mr.
Nottingham
of the future.
Heflin
at
says
is a favorite tri..k.
Waiters at
THERE IS NO REASON
argument had induced Mr. ,
Why
that within Fix months flour has
your baby should be thin, and
hettele have played it upon
Start today—a dollar will do it.
vain
ful during the night. Worms arefretto consent to a postponement. It ea.,
the
risen $1.95 a seek in England and cause
American:4 for years. They get big,
of Orin. sickly babies. It is natpay
We
4
per
interest
cent
all
on
savings
aca proper thing to do, as many or !be
other rreeesierarbee of life accordingly ural that a healthy baby should be fat
r tips by addresaing a tourise as
sleep well. If your baby does not
proxiee were illegally niade out, came
counts if left with Us six months or longer.
Coal costs $1 a ton more than it did and
"Milor" and his wife as "Milady,"
r..tmln Its food, don't experiment wtth
of iihich Might have caused long
a year ago, which is due to the in- (ow , sires and other rnedleine, but try
and asking "Would your grace like
butt:o of White's cream
drawn out legal complieations.
creased demand from the industries. •
this " or "Would her ladeehip like
and you will noon see your VerrnIfil6IN
baby have
"Mr. Fish's statement that he
,“1..r
Sugar,
end laugh as it should. Sold by
cutlery.
tea,
carpets, blank
that?"
It neillsoillatiger. Lang Bros.
J
Y—
.has a majority of the- stork in
4th and Broadway
and C.
eta, tanned- goods and other hocee- St Ripley
But what was most humilia4ing tat
favor, exclusive of the Union Pat
hold articles, he says, have advanced
'Either
Phone
a
strarignteant
American
%
No,
the
was
.
77.
holdings, is untrue. it:eluding
in the same way, and wages is going
The Evening Sun—loc, a week.
ready manner in which the couple
counted for us, we know of r.'
yielded ta the s'hopkeeper'a request
than- enough pledged to us ti
that they wanted give him their tintee- ticket. These are facts, I.,
blared opinion upon a cot'isle of
Awent for original Allegratti
on' actual knowledge, and the pr,
int-intimate- he had just received from
Candies
will come when the strin•li votes
nenme ancient chateau that was being
counted."
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YOUR FUTURE

Famous Beauty
Book FREE

Cilbert's Drug Store
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HARVESTER CONIIIINI: is 111T
lir PAPERS IN Tt.:‘ 1 —
Tupelo, Inas, N.
C
In the
hearIng
lot.f‘ire
..1.umi.“•Ioner
appoini,
the-11:nnenn- four, :n the
d
anti-t..tn,l suit agast this internee
Ilary,nter 4'1 /1111..,
until
A'
Getienal Jacloon sprinn • surpt,
letrodecing as er d-ao
the bill
• ompTalia the al -yvni
the fin
juIgnient hi tlin rae
;realest
tompany in Tex
nn rase
tompay conftnsed
pad a fine and costs iil0Unt;ng
elan' $35,000.
The attorney genera: alleged tl
the eases are similar, Int. laws ifn
tar and a similar judgment should
rendered. The Interntional
a
Harvester company is the telly corporation against which an neerer stilt is
pending which failed to a•
interrogatioes filed aith 'in ,
the attorney general.
STFL
E
PIANT
NOT
NOTIII silUT DOW s
Officials of
Nov. C
the company say there
! end of the Joliet plant of
I', r ,ompany closing, l 'ause of the
coal miners at Danvin
strike
There is a Rood suppn of coal
The Joliet mil:- have
• hand
C411114.---t11,-1441.. 911.1.1114-1410Ving teVPra: months.

Special SaleSubject
to Stock on Hand
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First Thing

0. K. Washing Machities
Regular Price *6.50, special 'ale
Cash price

dui, and they won't need any doctors.
"When I Feel-Bad"
"Before I began to take.Cardui,
writes Mrs. It, II. Cox, of Jasper, Ala., "the first
I was very sick with female troubles,
thing I do, is to take a dose of Cardui,and it relieves.
and the doctors said I could not get
have kept Cardui in the house now,for about
well without an operation, so I just
12 years, am nearly 50 years old, and have no female .
stopped
fooling with the doctors and
trouble, like so many women.began
taking
Cardui, which cured
"What a wonderful medieine.fardui is! I wish
sound
me,
and
well. I have not had
T could put it into every home in the world. When
MRS. R. IL COX,
to
go
bed
to
a
day
since I first took
any woman is at my house, and complains. I just
Jasper, Ala.
Cardiii." sold everywhere. Try it.
give her a dose of Cardui. I am glad to tell other
Free S4-pe Boot,
women what it has done for me. I tell women, right FERE BOOK .w,::,t'd•tribesympterns
A4
,atatfi%W
age and vrnIneed
In
,, 4,,zici.
before the doctors, to get themselves a bottle of Car- FOR LADIES Vitemcirjr..,Z,..,
Addreszhatl
i:. ndiesaAl‘vinszy
o reply
Dept.

Take CARDUI

$5.25

Bird Cages
Regular price 60c, $1.00, $1.10 ea $2.00, Sim van
Sale Cash
Price

_30c 50c 75c S1.00

Enamel Water Pitcher
75c and $EM
Special Sale Csah Priee........_....

Regular price 60c,

30c 40c 50c

Special Prices on Heating Stoves
and QuicK Meal Manges

L. W. HENEIS.ERGER 'CO.
THE HOUSL OF QUALITY.
0 144
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_rah and ale.lit/10.11-S15.-----------get#244-nes
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Woman
Nightmare

No woman's happl.
be complete
S ne
without
ssan
c
children;
is her nature to love
and want them
as much so as it is
to love the beautiful and pure.
The critical ordeal through which the expectant mother must pass,
however, is so fraught with dread, pain, suffering and danger, that the
very thought of it fills her with apprehension and horror. There is no
necessity for the reproduction of life to be either painful or dangerous.
The use of Mother's Friend so prepares the system for the coming event
that it is safely passed without any danger. This great and wonderful
remedy is always4pEalised externally,
hsaand
d
s
carried
di
of women through the
frying crisis without suffering.
Send for free book containing informatics
pricelas sa;ue to a:I expectant 'anthers.
fls grvileld Reyelatar Cs.. Atlanta. ga.
ofFriend

CON,41‘1143 GOODS WHILE PURE
FOOD l'ASES ARE PENDING.

1,1;Idaliy Labelling Provision f'auses
Departments of Justice and
Interior Trouble.

Wavhington, Nov. 6.-The proeraetination of the Department of Julietre
the matter of enforcing the
whisky Ite belie ng provision of the pure
food act, has resulted in the department of agriculture having in its
harecle about one hundred cases whkh
have become useless by reason of the
fact that the goods in question have
probably been consumed.
Several months age when Secretary- of Agriculture Wilson was informed of the attorney general's sone
stetiction of the law he immediateby
directed his agents to begin the work
of getting up cases.
This was done and the department has them in its possession. Now
it is discovered that the caws in
question may not be available by the
reason that the etipmenis front one
state to another May have been !nixed by this time into some other farm.
In one case about twenty-five barrels of molasses spirits were shipped
from New Orleans to Baltimore
manked "Bourbon whisky." The depertinent has one barrel of it, so
this case is available.
However, as
the law, as constructed by the attorney general le being victlated by
nearly every one, no difficulty will
be encountered in getting up all the
eases required on a day or two notice.
Secretary Wilson said today that
he is ready to get busy as soon as he
receives the word from Attorney General Bonaparte.

tittot
Our delicious Cod Liver
preparation without oil.
Better than old-fashioned
cod liver oil and emulsions
to restore health for
Old people,delicate children,
weak run-down persons,and
after sickness,colds,coughs,
bronchitis and all throat and
lung troubles.
Try it on. our guarantee.

FAITHFUL NURSE

EC URED
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r

CONTRACT given, lives,Ii, S300,000 GO vapital and
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Foil HER CHARGE
IN NEW YORK.
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DRAMON'S rsuRsiAneCssisjorli
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I 042.0ellted.
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L tuts.
PAL/FLAIL 312 liroedway, and Evansville and
Betetkeepfrig, Hackled, Shorthand. Petetemettip, Telegrapliv. etc Indorsed
Also teach by weft. Write. phone, or call for catalogue.
Sines Child of P. 'I'. ChinnFailing by husincsi
Donn Steps of Electric
11Qtrua In 117 States.
Rails ay.

SON
&
NANCE
GUY
Undertakers anti Embaimers

Lexington, Ky., Nov. 6.-The bodv
of Emma Foushee, a negro woman.
who was fatally hurt in an heroic
effort to save from injury the little
Paducah, 14.
211.213 S. Third St.
chi:d cf P. T. Chinn, the well-known I
turfman, in New York last July, arcc. IL MePHERSON, Druggiet.
Heed in Lexington
yesterday for
Paducah, Ky.
burial. The woman was the nurse
of
Mr. Ceien's little daughter.
Pie
Eleanor, who is aobut three years
old. She had had charge of the child
front hr babyhood, and was devoted
to her. One day last July
Mrs.
Chinn was descending the steps frern
18 BY
UNEARTHED IN SOUTH BY INTER
the elevated railway, followed by the
N.AL ItEC'ENUE
nurse carrying the chili in her arms
When they were about ten fet from
the street the nurse stumbled and
FOR PATES APPLY TO LOCAL fdANt Eg
Loss to Gover
-nt in Virginia Moue lost her balance. Realizing that the
child in her evens might be killed
Probably Exceeds Million Dolor seriously injured, the devoted
lars in Y(ar,
nurse turned as she fell so that she
struck the pavement on her back,
but holding the child safely above
\Vashington. Nov. d.-Some of the her. The devoted woman sufftred
most gigantic frauds in the annals serious internal Injuries by the fall.
of the internal revenue service have and "'although everything possib:
ben unearthed in Virginia, North was done to save her life, it was in
Carolina and other southern states. vain and she died a few days ago.
It is estimated by offielais here The funeral was he:d in this city.
that during the last year the loss in which had been the woman's eormer
revenue to the government runs be- home, from the West Main street
tween $750.0.0,0 and $1,1)(10.00.o for Colored Baptist church. .
Vinginia tone, and that it approximates that sum in the other states.
A Hard Debt to Pay.
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Distillers are the offenders. It is
"I owe a debt of gratitude that
said they have evaded payment of can never be paid off," writes G. S.
Complete machine shop.
taxes by such Mega methods as Clark, of Westfield, Iowa, "for my
Broadway, 36th and 37th Sts., Herald Square, New York
1.23sl24 iN.. Fourth
Phorsos 787
t.
double washing, extra runs through rescue from death, by
Dr. King's
Most Centrally Located Hotel on
the stells and the use of exceestive ma- New Discovery, Both lungs were so
Broa:44ay. Only t...n minutes 44alk
terials. One distillery alone has seriously affected that death seemed
A Significant Prayer.
to 25 Ical:u..;
- theatres. Completely
"May the Lord' help you
make been profitig by such processes to imminent, when I commenced takrenwrated
tramiurmed in evtry
Bucklen's Arnica Salve known to the extent of $200 or $300 a day.
ing New Discovery. The ominous CROWN PRINCE HARD AT
department. U1,-to-date in all reall," writes J. G. Jenkins, of Chapel,
Several small plants have been dry, hacking cough quit before the
t'. 'I',..,
,eptu.ffle in each room.
Four Ber.utiful Dining Rooms
Hill, N. C. It quickly took the pain seized, but within a few days some first bottle was used. and two more Studied lion interior Adminktrarrim
wit:a Capacity ot 123i).
out of a felon for me and cured it in of the biggest distilleries in Virginia bottles made a complete cure.'
As Handled.
Old rbotic 812.
a wonderfully short time." Best on e-tL) be in the poeresion of the rev-'Nothing has ever equaled New DisThe Famous
earth ter sores, burns and wounds. enue agents.
'In. Nov. 5.-Crown Pris:ce
covery for coughs, colds and
al:
Manufacturer of
Ack Wi:La mis detoting him25c at all druggists.
throat and lung complaints. GuarGerman Restaurant
ebeall-droggista Feee end #
...tecoishet_winueute
In the ministry of the Interior. He
dlIe1 attraction
That "a prophet is not without Trial bottle tree.
LAFEAN DILL EQUALIZES
cial Food 1)ishcs and Popular Music.
oceuples a desk exiscry like those
PENSIONS TO WIDOWS. honor save in his own ountry," is
of the other clerks within the lullsEarapeas Plan. 4SO Rawas. 2111 laths.
as true today as when it was written.
DEMOCRATS ARE SPLIT.
d:ction ,of Privy Councilor von FalkWashington, Nov. 5.-When con- Nevertheless, the "eminent author"
far Rooms $1.50 and contd. $2.00 aot amm-4 c-i4b latb• Parlor. &Amassed Pltb
Furniture Stored and Pecked
;Lao anti up4r,r4. $5.00 (Ilia mrt.,:s Iwo peraotu occupy a angle MTh.
gress convenes next month Represent believed for a moment that, the old Repubiieans Are ('tainting Victory in enheyn. who Is the guide of the
WIIITE FOR BOOK LET.
403 letit•sts St
crown prince In learning how the inalive 1), F. Lafean, of the Twentieth rule had been suspended,
Mammas-hum-Os Election.
terior administration of Prussia is
Pennsylvania district, will intrOduce
"I was in the town where you were
handled.
a bill to Diem all widows of war vet- born the other day," said the friend
E. M. TIEFPNE.Y. Managcr
Boston, Masa Nov. 5.-The eve ni
He remains at the -ministry of the
erans on, an equality for pension pur- of the eminent author.
0
the site election in Massachusetts interior until between 12 and I
poses. It provides for the gratairg
"Indeed!
Quaint tittle
place,
found the Republicans expressing o'clock every day and takes borne
of a pension of e12 per month to the isn't it " observed the author.
ee
confide-ice in Governor Curtis Guild's such papers as he wishes, often workveteran
who
civil
war
widow of every
"Yes. While 1 was there a friend election by
Office 205 S fourth St.
50,000 plurality.
ing evenings on the reports.
served a mitrimum of ninety days. of mine pointed out the little house
Office Hous•:
Many Democrats claim that Henry
crown
grown
sudThe
prince
has
3 40 4 p.m
84010 a.m.
and the widow of every- Mexican war In which you were borne"
M. Whitney and the rest of the state denly popular with the people, for te
both Phones 270
ire:trait -who served a minimum of GO
"Is it possible? I did not think the ticket will be elected by 25,000, and
e
him Is attributed the overthrow
days, irrespective of what their an- building watt standing yet."
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
leaders of the Independence Leagu? the so-called Eulenbtfrg et:marina a,
nual income might be, or the cause
"Oh. yes. It is a little run down. look for Thomas L. Hisgen to run a
court.
of the death of their husbands. The but it is still a rather respectable verse second to Governor Guild and
All Kinds of Hauling. Second
introduction of this Mil Wei be the looking building. Br the way, the poll nearly 100,000 votes. General
and Washington Streets.
ii.EMOVED TO THIRD A_ND
"AMERICANS IN EXILE"
fulfillment of a promiee made by Mr. city recently placed a handsome tab- Charles NV, Bartlett, the anti-merger
KENTUCKY.
to the adjourn- let on the side of the house."
Lafearr
just
prior
candidate for governor, and his man- Is a phrase unknown to us. And yet
Warehou3e for Storage.
ment of the Fifty-ninth congress.
"You don't say eel Put a tablet on agers, absolutely refuse to comment consumption Is driving thous:Inds in- iook Banding, Rank Week, Legal
the house in which I was born? Well, on the outcome.
Both Phones 499.
and Literary Work a specialty.
to exile in far-et! California or some
well! Now that is certainly handsome
Held on Murder ("barge.
All the campaign managers ap- other distant land
Before you subSan Francisco, Nov. 5. .lames J. of the city. After all, It goes to show parently agree that the Republicans mit to being exiled, give EmulsoST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE RIVER
Iiirbrough. a street car conductor that the folk among whom one was Will continue to control both branches Hypo a thorough trial. It has cured
reared,
while
they
know
all
his
Velvet suiting has alternate stripes
of
the
next
legislature.
many at home sinning their li,ved
was arrested today. He will be held
PACKET COM PA NY.
of a lighter shade of chiffon. The
pending the arrival of an officer from faults, they are still inclined to
enes. Physis isms enderse It. Six botstripes are about one-half inch wide.
He Fought at Gettysburg.
Fort Bend, Tex., where he is wanted cherish his virtues, to see the good
tles 5.5.00 from your drueniet•
(Incorporated.)
Velvet ernedalions set en chiffon
David Parker, of Fayette, N. Y.,
to answer a charge of murder. 'The there is in him and to rejoice in dokindly
little
ing
the
things,
in
paywho
match the material for a trimming.
lost
a foot at Gettysburg, writes:
accused man says that he was formerFOR Till. TENNI ssl F RIVER.
IS ARRESTED IN NEW YORK AND ly a deputy sheriff under Sheriff ing the friendly tribute that means "Electric Bitters have done me more
srEvut it( Ll DE
so much, doesn't it?"
good than any medicine I ever took
Marriage is the form through
DRAGGED INTO COURT.
Winston, of Fort Bend.
I've
course.
always
warm
had
a
"Of
For
several
years
I
had
stomach
whieh a man abdicates his right to
After resigning teat position be
Leaves Paducah for Tennessee River
run his own family to his wife's resays he was attacked by a gang of eriendly feeling for the old town trouble, and paid out mueh money
I'vi'ry Wednesday at 4 p. m.
:at Ions.
colored roughs and in self-defenec and the people, but I hardly supposed for medicine to little purpose, until
congressman I. charged With Illeg- fatally shot one of them, whose name they had kept track of me or follow- I began taking Electric Bitters. I
Master
A. W. WRIGHT
ed my career. By the way-e-ah- would not take $500 for what they
ally Voting on Third
he does not know.
(leek
ELTGI';NK ROBINSON
er-do you happen to recollect the have done for me." Grand tonic for
Avenue.
lAll the patent medicines and
the aged and for female weaknesses
This company is .not responsible
The farmers of Northern Pennsyl- wording of that tablet?"
... toilet articles advertised in this
"Yes. It says 'Main Street.'"- Great alterative and body builder;
and
hereunion
formed
a
for Invoice charges sinless collected
vania
have
paper-are on sale at
b(st of all for lame back and weak
by the clerk of the boat.
after bottled milk and other farm The Argonaut.
New York, Nov. 6.-Congressmen
McPherson's Drug Store
kidneys. Guaranteed -by all drug.
products will bear the union label.
W. Bourke Cock-ran was arrested on
Fourth and Elro•dway.
Use Sue -vent au*. for rea--,ta.
gists, 50c.
Special excursion rates from Padua charge of illegal voting this aftercah to Waterloo. Fare for the round
neon at a polling place on Third aveNIINEES ON STRIKE.
trip $8.00. Leaves Padii7
.ah
.
every'
nue. The policeman who made the
RAG-eau IV;
Wednesday at 4 p. m.
arrest said he could not verify the ad_
Four Thousand .Ire Out From Mines
dress given by Cock-ran at 310 Haat
in Danville District,
EVANSVILLE, I' A D I' C A H AND
Seventeenth street front whic:h adC.1180 LINE,
dress Cockran hail- registered. The
III.,
Da n V lie.
Nov. 5.-Fou r thoucongressman was taken to the police
sand miners emplo-yed in the coal
(Incorporated.)
station and thence to the police court.
mines at Kelleyville, Deelton and
Cockran is grand resehem-of TamI
towns
few
Westville,
a
miles
soutb
of
Nerve energy is the
'EVANSVILLE-PADUCAH PACKETS
Memphis, Tenn- October
many Hall. A servant at the East
Danville, are practicalle on strike as
(Daily Eccs.pt Sunday.)
orthe
controls
that
force
16, round trip, $6.25, For-Seventeenth street house had sworn
a result of the financial troubles.
rest Cavalry.
that no one named Bourke Cockran
Last Thursday night the miners were
gans of respiration, cirSteamers Joe Fowler and John S.
lived there, and Magistrate Cornell isnotified that on next Thursday, the
and
Hopkins. leave Paducah for EvansBirmingham, Ala.- Round
sued a warrant while under the ime culation, digestion
time. for the reg-ulag beenontbkv pay
ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
triP $9.35, Oet. 19th and 20th
preesion that some one was trying elimination.
When
you
day, they would be paid In checks inth-Account
7
returu Oct. 2
Ito vote on the congressman's name.
metal
way.
stead of currency, the
nervous, irriTHE STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Press Clubs.
1When Oockran was arraigned in court feel weak,
Friday only a portion of the men were
Leaves Padneah for Cairo and way
State's Attorney General Jackson's table, sick, it is often beat work and Saturday the entire 4,Louisville, Ky. - Round
landings at S a. m. sharp, daily, exassistants denounced- the arrest as an
(rte) failed to show up and a maes
trip 66.95, Oct. 14th and 15th
nerve
cept Sunday. Specia; excursion rates
lack
you
cause
Ooekran
was
outrage
and
promptly
meeting of the men was called, for
return Oct. 19th - Account
now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
100TROPOI.I5i, ILL.
discharged. Cockran said the East energy, and the process
Saturday afternoon. The men deGrand Lodge R. A. M.
and return, with or without meals
Prop.
Batley,
D. A.
Seventeenth street house was his ree
cided not to go to work until assured
-d room. Good music and table unrebuilding and sustainHome Seekers' tickets to all
idence before he went to congress of
that they would be paid in cash, and ge-West end beat hotel in the Arp surpassed:
with..
isam'ple
points in the south and southinterfered
large
Two
and that he had never forfeited his ing life is
the mines are idle. It is said that gates spz.eo.
For further information similar to
west, including New Orleans
right to N•ote from that address.
the strike will entaii serious results porno. Math rooms, Fite-tele Lights S. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent, or
Nervine
has
Miles'
Dr.
We would be glad to if it is continued for any length of the only centrally located Hotel It Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
Houston, San Antonia, Ft
Worth, Oklahoma and Indian
cured thousands of such
ALWAYS WAS SICK
Ile city.
you call at our time.
Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co's Office,
have
When a man says he always was
Territory, at about one fare
COMMERCIAL PATRONAGE BO. First and Broadway,
siek-troubled with a cough that last- cases, and will we believe
store and let us explain
for the round trip, good reed all winter-what woUld you think if
Appendicitis.
LIMED.
not entirely
he should say-he never was sick Sines benefit if
turning for thirty days,
Ia
larsr„e
measure to abuse of
due
in
a.
remarkable
offer
to
this
41111111•11b
using Ballard's Horehound Syrup? Such
the bowels, by employing drastic
a man exists. Mr. J. C. Clark, Denver, cure you.
it.
Try
Jamestown, Vs.- Exposi- Col., writes; -For years I was troubled
you.
purgatives. To avoid all danger, use Vill118031211111Mbe.
with a severe cough that would last all
"My nervous sYstem gave away
tion, April 19th to November
AND CURE THE LUNCS
only Dr. Ring's New Life PIlle, the
winter. This rough left me in a misercompletely, and left me on the verge
Free delivery to any safe, gentle cleansers and invigoraskilled physi30th--i5 days; $23.75. Coach 'able condition. I tried Ballard's hors- of the grave. I trtea
buy
horses,
hound Syrup and mica not had a ink
cians but got no permanent relief.
excursions on special dates;
tors. Guaranteed for headache, bilday since. Tha's'what it did for me."
part of the city.
biadbeIgahnadtalt47n4givl;r.uillITI
sell horses,
Sold by J. H. Oehlschlaeger, Lang Bros.
$18,00 every Tuesday; limit
lousnese, malaria and jaundice, at
days
few
In
a
Nemine.
WITH
Restorative
Ripley.
and C. 0.
phones 756.
Both
10 days.
I was much better, and I continued
all
druggists,
25c.
horses
board
to improve until entirely cured. I
•
For information, apAy to
First Beggar-Witich is the great- am In business again. and never miss
do a genet
.L.
an opportunity towrecrimenitchh
Unattractive Malden Aunt--floodlivery busmess.
City Ticket Office, Filth and
est of the human senses?
Myrtle Creek, Oregon,
by, Jettie. Conte soon again. I hope
penes of
Beggar-The
Second
Broadway or Union Depot.
you'll tnr_gin my !fit_ kissenkype hut
LIDN.OVAN,
I have - an awful eald. 36-ttle (aged
+16AND A--111°
1.L TH°
ReAS
ND LUNT"
Oaeseverstist.i.*
.OUTL
. -F
Err.
G;11
price of first bottle (only) if it fails
Art City Ticket Mee
I Ilruggint
six)-Never mind. Do kiss ma
defend benefit you.
to
think
thee
are
Many
who
R. M.PRATHER, .
Kenhitky
SI,
sad
GUARANTEED
SATISFACTORY
Fetirth
auntie. Mother said she'd give me
seventh told Broadway.
he faith are only has Ocedinyi,
4wioli-4.1apo
CULACIV.FAX
-41 Al111111111111iNIMIIIIIIMMIIIIMIIIIIIIII ammo= -amsmnammasmosm
cehtl,
IlIrrel
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PROCRASTINATION

FOR RENT
Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable. ::

AMERICAN=MAN NATIONAL BANK

•••••••

Marlborough'

GIGANTIC FRAUDS

THE SAFEST AND QUICKEST WAY TO

TRANSFER MONEY

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE

EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY

Foreman Bros..Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

R. L. McMurtrie

ittiesses

SWEENEY-TIERNEY HOTEL COMPANY

Dr. II. T. Hessig

City Transfer Co.

I
, JR.
HENRY MARREN

BOURKE COOKRAN

Watch the
Label

50

•

4
.

Nervous

Break-Down

$2.70

Worth of San itol
Toilet Preparations for

This label is a
guarantee of quality
and it is also a guartee to those to whom
you send flowers,
that you buy the best.

•••••••••••••

$1.00

NEW STATE HOTEL

KILLTHE COUCH

Dr. King's
New Discovery

Lut;ess:

cirwovitral-g.P.mtit,P:=,; _S. 11. WINSTEAD

eirseessiS°40se40101SVNicesiSVNesSesesese-seisisSee.
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'JAMES P. SMITH
A rashionable
ELECTED MAYOR
Paten
Leather

44

NOTICE
MEOW

Continued from Page One

registration majority of 158, gave
him only 32.
Henneberger's, which gave a Dem

All Banks will
Close Promptly
at 2 p. m.

a'

HEREAFTER

CAPT. EDWIN FARLEY,
' Paducah's Citizen Elected Treasurer
of Kentucky.

NMI

The American fientlemall
IS ELECTED
J. J. DORIAN
Re-elected ('its Treasnrer Yesterday.

I N fact, the American Gentleman wins in
any walk of life. The man who demands long-wearing qualities likes it because
it has the g )ocfs behiad it --the honest materials of which it is made make it answer
his every requirement._ II it's style a man is
seeking, he need go no further than the
trim, clean-cut lines of

The American 6 ntieman Shoes
$3.30,$4,$5.
Cashier'e Cheeks accepted ler full velne in payineut
Di_1.CCOU111119.1.19./. DUrehne

CtLitarchandise

Lendler 6 Lydon
Bo'h Phones 675.

319 Broadway

Icr.ttin ri•gi.,•:-alloa majority of I.
case Smith 19 majority.
It is, an easy matter, with theerecinets befotes you, to figure to a
.lit-c.ty just who elec!ed Smith.

PULASKI COUNTY
tattiss lilt% IN EVERY PRECINtlf
So FAR HEARD Fltoxt,

Mound (its- and lier Neigeleiring
Towne Put teepee- out (if Business 1-eeteidas at die 1.011...

Mound City III_ Nov. ra. -Every
precinct in Pulatekl Founty
"dry" in yesterday's election with
the exception of Wetaug. and be:
night there was a denemstration at
Mound City made by :he iuldiant citizens ef that seterprising town tlia
outrivalled are In tie: hi.-tors of the
town
Nearly every wan, women atel
child was on the etreets
paraded, the people mar lied awl elies••-••1, the 'hutch and tie•
•toty whistles blew
bells rang ee.
bonfires burn. ,t and al! in one great
effort te express the enthusiasm of
the people, who rejoised ;ha: 1.8'."c:..
are to be wiped out of their abidlee ,
plafe.
TelephOliff int•-•-aLt••••• f; •,g, sesi ,
tits efff:'
s
told by etc fi ;see, e esrie
t
,„
waged a victorious bait le. tin ill( .1
the hearers.
r.j.h.s toontl,
In in I
The men and vsoir n of Motn.t iI ati mei has lkod 1.4.•;••• a:. of
City worked together for the (see
11,, is e eradlist•• of the 11
:her espoused and :0 the latter, it it.
r ontido;;IUZ ha
la7;4,
13,
is
do
;aid, the I. tor
ti
I r. 1 fhP
pf.rof•111..
Wbenever the opposing eieinete tosik .111S-iffs %it!) hIS father. and 1,
a voter aside to eleetioneer the viohis tihility as a bus ness te•
Men marched right along Wit h elfin
the sp:endid xecord he has nese
and little opportunity was there fore fV:1it HI, grow) business, and in the
pay-mere of money for vrees fes
'administration- of his father's estate,
eine. of ?-''
lareest in western Ken6
et( hr.
wife is the daughter of
.
f .•tary
of Stale Rose, of
anti was born in Golconda. Her father
quite fi peeitisitin and she updoubtdly Inherited his taste for politics.
for it is an open secret that she; urged
Mr. Smith to Secept. the nomination
for mayor, whett his decision hung In
:be balance In the summer. Mr. aril
M5,6. Smith
hive, a family of three,
one boy and two girls, and have one
The MePherwrn Drug Store Serof' the prettiest homes In the city,
vice ,tatiris high above all comMrs. Smith has been In a sanitarium
petitors, and although eidely
for the last two months, but is now
imitated and constantly copied.
our t•usteimeei know the ()Meiabout well and will return to Padnenct. bet seen McPhee sin's Ser-eh next week.
vice and ordinary Drug SIore
Service.
'Syracuse. N, Y., Nov. 0,---Allen C.
Our Policy is original.
Forbes, Republican. was re-elected
Our Methods are original.
reavor over the Denuterate nornetes,
Our Success is phenomenal.
Alderman Frank Matty, by a pinrality
Want
the
beet
In
anyYou
If
of about 3.009. The entire Republithing and ev'erything that
can ticket was apparently elected.
may be obtained at a drugstore,
-J.141-•-)Sattt' IL_
_
reason Able pre P possible fr you
Troy, N. Y.,- Nov.'6. -The Repubwant. it promptly, If you want
licans re-elected Ma or Mann by a
IC with absoltite siriafaction to
majority of 300. Lansing and Filler,
yourself. then come at, once to
or rehttplIone
assembly,

-rhy

city band

THE NEXT MAYOR

heTI

Ni c Pherson
Drug Store
Service _

SUPERIORITY

_ MR. ARTHUR Y. MARTIN
City Attorney-Elect,

THE VOTES
We Use the King of All

Mayor,
Smith (Rep.)
Harrison (Dent.)

29()

Majority

The Maryland e•ontest for tee gor
ernorahip is In doubt. Conservative
estimates give Crothers, Demorrritir
candidate for governor, a plurartv of
6,000 to 8,000.
Rhode Island returns indicate the
De
re-m
eloc
ectriaotn of Governor
Higgins,

Treasurer.
Dorian (Rep.)
Kraus (Dem.)
Majority

The
Crossett
Shoe

First-Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second-The button holes or stud holes match.
Third-Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth-It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yoarself by
sending us your laundry.

2 267
1 9Ss
,•

City Attorney
Martin (Rep,)
ilitrVer IDena )
Majority

279
2,201
9.029
175

City

melotyre tDein.1

e,e6s

Lehnhard titep.)

1 991

itajority

274
' Assessor.
Qrr (Dem j
se .
..,t.. e,159
2,044
Griffith '(Rep.)
Majority
Jailer.
Beadles ;Dem.)
Amerseht (Rep.)
Mttjority
Engineer
Waehiagton, tie opposition.
Aldermen.
Sherrill I Dem )
Greif (Dem.)
Ncimaia (Dem.)
Sieeth I Dem.)
Smith Dc-in,)
Leech_ e_Rep.)
Hack (Rep )
Gehisselaeger (Rep.)
('hamblin tRep.)
Miller (itep.)
COUNCILMEN.

STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.

.......
The Best Carriage 1
Seryice In Paducah

2,291
1 962
332

2 144
1 979
1,99S
2,057
2 020
2 000
2,16S
2 10s
2 06e
9,11)1

You get handsome, well
appointed carriages
when I serve you. We
give proait personal attention at all timers

HARRY

tO

ANDERSON', PHONE

915;

565. Tee stock law lost by 250
9,119 votes.
2,095
County.
CUT IN HALF.
Graves
571
Georgetown, Ky.. - (SpeciallMcBroom ..........•
766 Stotts county gives Hager 2.109 Wrie
son 1,500. This is less than half of
First District Counties.
usual democratic majority.
lett Iton-Hager 600.
Hapkinsville, Ky., Nov. 5.-(SpecBerard-Heger 1,100.
fall-Caldwell, Todd, Christian and
teraves--Hager 1,900.
Hopkins counties went for Willson
Oarliele-Hager 579.
by a combined maority of 1,000, a
leyon-WHIson 500. •
gain of 600.
Marshall-Hager 325.
Graves-Hager 1.960.
MAI- MOVE THE CANNING
Livingston-Hager 246.
FACTORY FROM PADUCAH.
Crittenden-Willson, 340.
(elect well
43.
With the slew of removing tee
Hickman. Hager, 746.
Paducah Canning factory to Martin,
Tenn.. Mr. Jesse Well left the city
Heger, 579Callowas-liager. 1.200.
this morning and on his return the
result will be known. it has been
BALLA RR_ t.OUNTY.
known for some time that the canWickliffe, Nov. - 5.-Complete re- ning factory had been made a propos
turns gives Hager 1.577, Wi:!s•-).1
to rsmove from Paducah.
Graves
IltItBroom

$1.10 Worth of Merchandise for $1.00
When paid for with Cashiers' Checks
or Merchants' Script, at
206 Broadway

,ex

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE

Tr_ $ 4.00

U. fluiiett &C

,lot felt_ striiiictt'.'

4

GREAT PACIFIC TEA i COFFEE CO.

FOR THE BUSY MAN

`ire

r

115

In Misaissippi E. F. Noe!, for goyerncr, was elected without opposition.
In Nebraska, M. B. R?ese. Republl:an candidate for justice of the sumost Important
preme court, the
state office voted on. Is elected.
The mayoralty contest in Cleveland resulted in the election of Tom Hannan (Dent,
S4111101, WARD HELD A
1 994
lrst
i
Ward.
MEETING LAST NIGHT) 1,.. Johnson, the present mayor, over Duvali I Repi3i
2,122
.)
.cond Ward.
Notwithstanding the fact that last Congressmaw Burton. Early reports
1 99'
tight was a-lc:lion night, the school showed Burton ahead but later the Graham (Dem.)
2 134
emit(' nee and adopt( d rules, hereto- Republican headquarters at Cleve- Young (Rep.)
Third Ward.
eye spa Hied regarding the term of land concedei Johnsou's election.
The American or Anti-Mormon Leigh I Dem.)
9.010
he sup •t
relent, the qualifications
2,095
f vat lees. end the promotions of party at Salt Lake City are estimaten Van Meter (Rep
Fourth Ward.
supils at the in.dite• of the two term to have the largest pluralities ever
Kreutzer (Dees.)
-essioa
Tee hoed also awarded a elven In that city,
At Toledo. Mayor Whitlock and the Johnston (Rep. I
2
'1.0
22
15
1
.ontrart to el:wee Weikel for con
Filth Ward,
rel:ng the es-emote of thee McKie- entire Independent ticket Is elected.
2,052
') ued .lacie on street 'school houses. Cincinnati elects Colonel Leopold MeCarty (Dem.)
2,033
The a.iue art e of salaries and other Markbreit, Republican candidate for Ford (Re pt
Tuttle (Dem.)
2 021
euvice eusinoes occupied the time of mayor.
Mayer (Rep.)
24)52
the hoard
IRP-Elecifed.
Sixth Ward.
Cleveland, Nov. G.-Mayor Tomer- Barnes f
2.015
Johnson was re-elected for the fourth Dower (Rep.)
24163
lime mayor of Cleveland in a
SCHOOL HOARD,
fought battle in which the Repub'e
First Ward.
can ticket. was headed by Congress- Nance (Dem.)
2,269
, man Burton, chairman of the house Karnes (Rep.)
2 111
committee on rivers and harbors.
Second Ward
At midnight Chairman Baker, of Hills I Itep.)
9.122
the Republican committee, conceded
1 961
Den.)
the election of Johnson by 5,0(10 plu- Bondi'ran t tRep.I
2122
rality. At Johnson's headquarters Davis (Dem.)
1 981
his majority is placed as high as
Third Ward.
5,000.
Winstead ('Dent. I
2.037
Sheatz in Penntsyvania.
Wells (Rep.)
2 041
Philadelphia, Nov. 6.---John 0.
Fourth Ward.
9.439
Sheatz, of Philadelphia. the-Republi- Jones (Dem.)'
can candidate, was elected state treas Warner (Rep.)
2(144
urer over John G. Harman. of Colem- Cole (Dem.)
2,00ei
Ma comity. the Democratic candidate Kelly (Rep I.
2 020
by a large plurality. This was the
Fifth Ward.
only state office voted for. Returth, Metcalfe (Dem.)
1,982
A man may not always be
show large Republican gains for Walker (Rep.)
2 07.
treasurer ail over the state compared
Sixth Ward.
thinking of his shoes. If he
with the vote for this office two years Price (Dem.)
1 986
Is a hustler he is too busy.
Farley (Rep.)
ago.
2 079
Every man has A right to exIn Philadelphia the Republicans Goodman I Dem.)
2017
pect comfort, endurance and
elected all their candleates by the Morrie Rep.)
2,010
usual large majority. There was
City Precincii.
a proper appearance. If "a
more luterest taken in the fate of the Hager (Dem.)
2 032
shoe lasts no longer than ifs
811).01)0,000 loan proposition than in Willson (Rep.)
2 230
looks" it must be built PO
the success of any candidate on the
Majority
that it wilt. stand trp tinder'
ticket. The city party, a reform oi198
Attorney General,
itemization which has fought the Reevery-day strains, In Crospublican organization for several Hendrick (Dem,)
2,011
sett s the looks last as long
sears, fought the proposition. The ; Breathitt (Rep.)
1 885
as the shoes.
returns tonight show the loan canted:
Majority
the city by a majority considerably
126
Treasurer,
under that given the eucceasful Refestoon (Dem.)
publican candidates,
1 832
AND
John 0. Sheets, Republican candi-I Farley (Rep.)
2 001
ON./
date for state treasurer whose home!
%AUL EASY" $ 31.0 0
"llAX,..5
,IIALY MARA
Majority
169
is In this city, ran strong and his
County and City.
plurality will be close to 60.000 Ill
Hazer
29/45
the city,
Joel Cook, Republicten, was ejected Willson
2 912
to congress from the Second district.
_
Hager-ea Llriljaetilry ---,---.-:--r.. r-,-7--r- 1-t
--etesseasseesitsese
' 312 Broadway.
-If, in hunting for a lost poeket•
Itepresentative,
• with "more Graves I r19n) 1
book, you ciente, find
2 99%
lin it" yon Isiitild eel rather luck v) McBronm t Rope
2.861
c
......
_ie.- , •
ts-el'herls--whet-Int reek-1Yelpola:voit
,
to do when you lose your situation. I .M.ajority
182
morning, and he looked just a little
iet pleased. "1 ant astonished at the
ray the state went; however."
"The Democrats did it," commentYebier. placidly.
ri

Bosom Ironers.---Why?

2.331
2 041

(Contented from page one.)

:he election throughout the counliy
shows the following results:
Saone Comments.
Massachusetts re-elects the eniire
*I am not a bit surprised at thy
csnits iu the city," said Col. Joc pot- Republican ticket headed by Gov, r to a reporter for The in this •rnor Curtis Gelid. Jr.
Pennsylvania elects John 0. Sheatz
_
Republican head of the ticket for
eate treasurer by a large majority.
New York state elects Edwar4 r.
:iartlett and William Bartlett, Jr.,
enlidates on the Republican and
Democratic tickets for justices of the
.ourt of appeals over the candidates
of the Independenc2 lengu (Hearst).
New York City elects Tammany candidates by consideeable majorities
-ever- the- feelepredettreoguR
aubut-ln fusion randtdates
•
•
At a late hour figares favored the
election of Katzenbach, Denmeral.
governor of New Jersey. but his Fri
Over Fort. Republican. Is very narrow, less than 1,000 votes separatins.
them.

We Cs.rry the Union Store Card.

,
women nee telexed vigi
moment, and being gifted with th"
feminine prerogative of ready tongues inspired by heartfelt Interest
the • goGil
,uten won the day.
The .eceiteruent was intmese all die
and when. the atemonastration cam,
last- night it was to give vent to th.
pent-up emotions of the preview
struggle.
The women not to le outdone b)
their Opponents eho sarved beer,
made hot coffee wheel they served
with doughnuts.
It was also a ballot of tree lunette,
snd the temperanee refreshments
WOn.
Precinct Majorities,
The majerities in the various pre111(15 of the (oanty were as follows:
Meund City. es dry.
Meunds, 31, dry
rein. 9, dry.
%%elate:, 21. use
Wee e ad.
ch- y.
Grand .Chaitt. 17. dry.
Pulaski's major:: y
not be obtained, but it Nas reported that the
sot... blood teo to one against ea
loons.
Thee,
gep., ra: rajofeilig 05 I-, '
ilty and n
nlat•ii,o1 III yea•
,11(h genuine inteiest a:, 1
flee-instil

WILLSON SWEEPS
KENTUCKY

Real Estate Agency,
FREE REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building. *Both Phones 835
11111•10.

